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valzhyna mort

Sylt ii

The wind that makes your hair grow faster
opens a child’s mouth full of strawberry and sand.
Slow and sure 
on the scales of  the ocean
the child’s head outweighs the sun.

Inside of the wind —  
a blister of  a church,

its walls thicker than the space from wall to wall
where the wind shifts shade and light
like two rival chess pieces
or two unmatched pieces of  furniture. 
Inside of  the church — such a stillness
that when a feather floats down in a fist of dust
it becomes a rock by the time it hits the ground.

Organ pipes glint like a cold radiator,
contained in a case of a carved tree, its branches
tied up with a snake.
Organ pedals, golden and plump, are the tree’s only fruit.

It is all about the release of weight: 
the player crushes the pedals like grapes underneath his feet.
My body, like an inaccurate cashier, adds your weight to itself.
Your name, called into the wind,
slows the wind down.

When a body is ripe, it falls and rots from the softest spot. 

Only when a child slips and drops o! a tree,
the tree suddenly learns that it is barren. 
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Mocking Bird Hotel

A woman’s hallelujah! washes the foot of  Mocking Bird 
Hill, her face eclipsed by her black mouth, 
her eyes rolled up like workman’s sleeves. 
Stirred up, a fly speaks in the tongue of  the hotel 
doorbell, where, on the sun-ridden straw terrace 
my salvation means less than praise
to a dumb child. Damned, blinded by ice cubes, 
the fly surrenders its life into the waiter’s clean hands. 

Behind the kitchen of  the Mocking Bird Hotel
a rooster repeats hallelujah! until it loses its head.
A man harvests the Family Tree before his forefathers’
features have a chance to ripen on their faces. Parakeets 
watch him from the bare nerves of the garden. He harvests 
before the worms that eat his father turn into demons.

Do not eat the fruit from your Family Tree. You have
eyes not to see them, hands not to pick them, teeth
not to bite them, tongue not to taste them even in speech. 
The waiter slashes the table with our bill. We descend 
Mocking Bird Hill without raising dust. Dogs, 
their fur hanging like wet feathers o! their backs, 
piss yellow smoke without lifting a leg. Gulls 
smash their heads between their wings. 
Light lays the eggs of shadows under the shrubs. 
Produce shacks stand empty like football gates. 
What appeared blue from afar, turns green. 

I hold it all in, even my own urine. 
But the mother of  vowels slumps from my throat 
like the queen of a havocked beehive. 

Higher than hallelujah! rising like smoke over the hill,
I scream at the top of  that green lung, 

why, in the Mocking Bird 
Hell, do you value your blood over your sweat,
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that bitterness over this salt, that wound over this 
crystal? But often, to shed light on the darkness, light 
isn’t enough. Often what I need is even a darker
darkness. Like in those hours before the sun incriminates this
hotel, his two nostrils that illuminate our benighted bodies. 
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spencer reece

The Manhattan Project

First,  J. Robert Oppenheimer wrote his paper on dwarf stars — “What 
happens to a massive star that burns out?” he asked. His calculations 
suggested that instead of collapsing it would contract indefinitely, un-
der the force of its own gravity. The bright star would disappear but 
it would still be there, where there had been brilliance there would 
be a blank. Soon after, workers built Oak Ridge, the accumulation 
of Cemesto hutments not placed on any map. They built a church, 
a school, a bowling alley. From all over, families drove through the 
muddy ruts. The ground swelled about the ruts like flesh stitched 
by sutures. My father, a child, watched the loads on the tops of 
their cars tip. Gates let everyone in and out with a pass. Forbidden 
to tell anyone they were there, my father’s family moved in, quietly,  
behind the chain-link fence. Neils Bohr said, “This bomb might be 
our great hope.” My father watched his parents eat breakfast: his fa-
ther opened his newspaper across the plate of bacon and eggs, his 
mother smoked Camel straights, the ash from her cigarette cometing 
across the back of the obituaries. They spoke little. Increasingly the 
mother drank Wild Turkey with her women friends from the bowl-
ing league. Generators from the y-12 plant droned their ambition. 
There were no birds. General Leslie Groves marched the boardwalks, 
yelled, his boots pressed the slates and the mud bubbled up like vis-
cera. My father watched his father enter the plant. My shy father  went 
to the library, which was a trailer with a circus tent painted on the 
side. There he read the definition of “uranium” which was worn to 
a blur. My father read one Hardy Boys mystery after another. It was 
August 1945. The librarian smiled sympathetically at the 12-year-old 
boy. “Time to go home,” the librarian said. They named the bomb 
Little Boy. It weighed 9,700 pounds. It was the size of a go-kart. On 
the battle cruiser Augusta, President Truman said, “This is the great-
est thing in history.” That evening, my father’s parents mentioned 
Japanese cities. Everyone was quiet. It was the quiet of the exhausted 
and the innocent. The quietness inside my father was building and 
would come to define him. I was wrong to judge it. Speak, Father, and 
I will listen. And if  you do not wish to speak, then I will listen to that.
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amanda jernigan

Impasse

Sei allem Abschied voran: half

a line from Rilke’s Die Sonette
an Orpheus as my motto, 

I rehearsed my elegiac art
(“be in advance of all parting”)

and won, I thought, with each song deeper,
until I stood before the keeper

in whom I’ve come to recognize myself.
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susan stewart

A Language

I had heard the story before 
about the two prisoners, alone 
in the same cell, and one 
gives the other lessons in a language. 
Day after day, the pupil studies hard — 
what else does he have to do? — and year 
after year they practice, 
waiting for the hour of release. 
They tackle the nouns, the cases, and genders, 
the rules for imperatives and conjugations, 
but near the end of  his sentence, the teacher 
suddenly dies and only the pupil 
goes back through the gate and into the open 
world. He travels to the country of  his new 
language, fluent, and full of hope. 
Yet when he arrives he finds 
that the language he speaks is not 
the language that is spoken. He has learned 
a language one other person knew — its inventor, 
his cell-mate and teacher.

And then the other 
evening, I heard the story again. 
This time the teacher was Gombrowicz, the pupil 
was his wife. She had dreamed of  learning 
Polish and, hour after hour, for years 
on end, Gombrowicz had been willing to teach 
her a Polish that does not and never 
did exist. The man who told 
the story would like to marry his girlfriend. 
They love to read in bed and between
them speak three languages. 
They laughed — at the wife, at Gombrowicz, it wasn’t
clear, and I wasn’t sure that they 
themselves knew what was funny. 
I wondered why the man had told 
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the story, and thought of  the tricks 
enclosure can play. A nod, or silence, 
another nod, consent — or not, as a cloud 
drifts beyond the scene and the two 
stand pointing in di!erent directions 
at the very same empty sky.

Even so, there was something 
else about the story, like teaching 
a stunt to an animal — a four-legged 
creature might prance on two legs 
or a two-legged creature might 
fall onto four.

I remembered, 
then, the miscarriage, and before that 
the months of  waiting: like baskets filled 
with bright shapes, the imagination 
run wild. And then what arrived:
the event that was nothing, a mistaken idea, 
a scrap of charred cloth, the enormous 
present folding over the future, 
like a wave overtaking 
a grain of sand. 

There was a myth 
I once knew about twins who spoke 
a private language, though one 
spoke only the truth and the other 
only lies. The savior gets mixed 
up with the traitor, but the traitor 
stays as true to himself as a god. 

All night the rain falls here, falls there,
and the creatures dream, or drown, in the lair.
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david st. john

From a Bridge

I saw my mother standing there below me
On the narrow bank  just looking out over the river

Looking at something  just beyond the taut middle rope 
Of  the braided swirling currents

Then she looked up quite suddenly to the far bank
Where the densely twined limbs of  the cypress

Twisted violently toward the storm-struck sky
There are some things we know before we know

Also some things we wish we would not ever know
Even if as children we already knew      & so

Standing above her on that bridge that shuddered 
Each time the river ripped at its wooden pilings 

I knew I could never even fate willing ever 
Get to her in time
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In the High Country

Some days I am happy to be no one
The shifting grasses 

In the May winds are miraculous enough
As they ripple through the meadow of  lupine

The field as iridescent as a Renaissance heaven
& do you see that boy with his arms raised 

Like one of  Raphael’s angels held within
This hush & this pause & the sky’s lapis expanse?

That boy is my son & I am his only father
Even when I am no one
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calvin forbes

Momma Said

The slice I ate I want it back
Those crumbs I swept up
I’d like my share again
I can still taste it like it was 

The memory by itself is delicious
Each bite was a small miracle 
Both nourishing and sweet 
I wish I had saved just a little bit 

I know it wasn’t a literal cake
It’s the thought that counts
Like a gift that’s not store-bought
Making it even more special  

Like a dream that makes you
Want to go back to sleep
You can’t have your cake
And eat it too Momma said 

I was defiant and hardheaded
And answered yes I can too
The look she gave me said boy 
I hope you aren’t a fool all your life
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Talking Blues

Raccoon you better be cool

Thought I saw you on Broadway
Eating King Fish’s barbecue

Some people claim raccoon you pretty
Swear raccoon tame like a kitty 

But raccoon bites you if  you get too close

I saw raccoon on Lenox Avenue
Stealing milk from a baby 

Thought I saw a black cat on the corner
But it was nothing but old raccoon

Raccoon let me school you 

Raccoon you know you too country
You better leave the city

Raccoon they got rats in New York City
Big as you and just as ornery 

Nobody in Harlem studying you raccoon
So you better go about your business

Raccoon you better get wise
Look what playing possum got the possum 
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liz waldner

Sacramento O No

An asparagus eating contest — 
I thought I’d misheard.

Downstairs the rude old man
lays tile, makes demasiado noise.
I fell asleep at last around 5:30 am
and he woke me an hour later or so:
it is better I don’t look
at the clock. By this means
I clock my progress: I know now
it is sometimes better not to 
know. I have midnight equilibrium 
but it is gone by 3 am.

Thank you for Cloud of  Sparrows,
man who wrote it. I read all night.
Thank you for the pen from Iran, Kamyar.
Its myriad stars have just run out of  ink 
eleven years on.

Thank you, sun, for leaf shadows
on horrible carpet in horrible box
I live in and for tree by which I mean
what’s living. I think of  the gardens
I planted and left. I think of   beets,
of   beans and asparagus. Then
on the radio, hear the contest.

The noise of  ten lanes of  tra"c
does not cancel the consolation
of seeing the wind 
in the sweetgum leaves. 
The experience of this 
is my food and my sleep.
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As at some strange customs,
I declare.  
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Prayer

If  I were in a book it would be the book
in which some lesser angel bemoans
the state of my soul

and is comforted for it
and is corrected for it

by some greater angel who knows
as the reader knows that it is not one’s soul
that su!ers the indignities of  ignobility: 
the inability to curb the petty smallness
of  spirit, ungladness in the company
of   bureaucrats, anger’s decay,

in the sense that my soul itself cannot be
harmed nor tarnished though it can witness
my sorrow on finding that illness alters me
from the self   I thought I’d more or less known. 

What can one do about one’s nature?
I look at the spider that’s finally 
restrung its great wheel away from the door.

I’d like to close the door, go away,
leaving the spider be.
I’d like to preclude the possibility
of angel, as of  prey.
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When I Was In Love and Out of All Else

“It must be awful,” she said to the dog locked in it
as she left the kitchen that wasn’t hers, closing its door,
to head up the stairs with every good thing she could find
to eat in her arms

(to eat in her arms — O Katherine!)

“not to have any arms.”
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linda gregerson

Pajama Quotient

Coinage of the not-yet-wholly-
hardened custodians of public 

health, as health is roughly measured 
in the rougher parts of  Dearborn.

Meaning, how many parents,
when things get bad, are wearing

what they’ve slept in when they come 
to pick up the kids at school. 

The best of  talk, said someone
once, is shop talk: we can go 

to it as to a well. But manifolds
and steering racks are going

the way of the wells — o!shore — 
so the-nifty-thing-you-do-

with-the-wrench-when-the-foreman-
has-sped-the-line-up

has become a ghastly shorthand for
despair among the people

you are paid to help. Despair, 
sometimes, of  helping. In

the winter dawn a decade and a half
ago, we’d gather around

the school bus stop — the unshaved
fathers, mothers, dogs,

the siblings in their snowsuits — so
the children bound for

Johnson Elementary might have
a proper sending-o!.
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The privileged of  the earth, in our
case: words and stars

and molecules were all our care,
a makeshift village blessed

with time and purpose. And
a school bus stop,

to make it seem like life. By far my 
favorites were the Russian

mathematicians: bathrobes hanging
below their parkas, cigarettes

scattering ash, their little ones for the
moment quite forgotten, they 

would cover the walls of  the shelter 
with what 

to most of us was Greek but was 
no doubt of urgent consequence 

for quantum fields. So filled with joy: 
their permanent markers on the  

brick. And then 
the bus, and then the children o! 

without us and our little human pretext 
gone. Fragile the minutes.

Fragile the line between wonder
and woe. The poet when he

wrote about our parents in the garden
gave them love and rest

and mindfulness. But first 
he gave them honest work.
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Introduction

One of  the qualities essential to being good at reading poetry is also 
one of the qualities essential to being good at life: a capacity for sur-
prise. It’s easy to become so mired in our likes or dislikes that we 
can no longer recall, much less be, that person inside of  us who once 
responded to poems — and to people — without any preconceived 
notions of  what we wanted them to be.

I mention this for a couple of  reasons. The first has to do with how 
David Ferry’s work exists in the public consciousness — or in that 
small segment of the public that reads poetry, which is actually the 
country’s unconsciousness, and more powerful for being that. Most 
people think of  Ferry as primarily a translator, partly because he’s 
turned his attention to major works like Horace’s Odes and Gilgamesh, 
and partly because he’s just so damn good at it. 

But nothing is more fluid and mercurial than literary reputation. 
(People forget that, well into middle age, Ezra Pound’s strongest 
public presence was as a translator.) One of the surprising things, 
then, for anyone coming to Ferry’s own poetry for the first time, is 
that it turns out to be at least as good as his translations, and prob-
ably better. Translations age, because the idioms used to enliven  
them have no permanent connection with the soul of the work, 
which is rooted in the past, and so those idioms eventually, inevitably 
come to seem inadequate. Poems, the best ones, have a permanence 
about them, because they have some quality — and it’s not always the 
same quality — that survives atrophying idiom. Ferry’s poems have 
this quality, which I describe below, and I feel sure that in time this 
pendulum between his work as a translator and his work as a poet is 
going to swing — if  in fact that hasn’t already happened. 

The second surprise is simply in the poems themselves. We live 
in a time of obvious, even aggressive assertions of style and singu-
larity. Among younger generations the eccentric is prized, even the 
grotesque. I like some of  the poetry that comes out of  this impulse, 
though the sheer deluge of  willed eccentricity can be a bit exhausting. 
And actually, willed eccentricity is always doomed from the start; it’s 
only the unconscious strangeness, the style formed and deformed by 
necessity, that’s compelling. 



In any event, David Ferry’s poetry has little in common with the 
current style. In fact, sometimes it sounds more like the people he has 
translated — Virgil and Horace, especially — or like poets who have 
been so important to him, notably Wordsworth. It’s a bracing e!ect: 
to have that classical impulse toward clarity and restraint fused with a 
much later imperative of  inner urgency and emotional candor. These 
tensions between the old and the new, between the withheld and the 
revealed, between a kind of  ancient sense of  fatedness and a modern, 
almost-religious sense of redemption — all of  this is at the heart of  
Ferry’s poems, and I think it’s what will keep them around for a long 
time. That, and the fact that they can simply break your heart. — cw
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david ferry

Little Vietnam Futurist Poem

She came into my view as vivid as
Somebody on a screen in a movie seen,
Elegant in the focus of my eye.

Birdboned. Quick and light. Not wearing pajamas.
The little run resembling playfulness.
Calling out something, screaming something or other

As if   her little mouth was fervently singing,
As if   you couldn’t hear what the words could be,
Because of  the singing. I had her in my sight.

Other people were there, wearing pajamas, 
Streaming out of some hideyhole or other
Into the way that that was how I saw them.

The trees of the kind that grew there establish the place.
We know that way the story of  what it was.
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Movie Star Peter at the Supper for Street People

The style a form of concealment the way style is.
His manners seemed a parody, almost, 
Of manners, a movie star of   bygone days;

Strangely elaborate, highly stylized manners,
Complicit with his fame and with your praise;
Looking toward you and then away from you,

Star-like, movie-star-like, a dance routine,
The walk almost a glide, or elegant shu±e,
Always on the verge of  veering away,

Circling away and over to the other side
Of the frozen skating arena that he was on;
A dancer’s courtesy, the courtesy,

I mean, of the dancer to the audience,
Flirtatious and familiar, only for you,
And entirely impersonal and withheld.

All of the above, though, maybe, misses the point,
Because it seems to say he knew about
What he was doing or what the style was for,

And nothing let one be sure that this was so;
A look on his face of amusement, as if  he knew
A secret that he shared with you and yet

Kept to himself, as if it only showed 
The cryptogram but wouldn’t provide the key
To read it with. But could he read the code?

One night, late at night, as we were driving
Home from having had dinner out, in Boston,
We saw him figure skating through Charles Street Circle,
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Right through and among the circling lights of cars
As if  with champion skill on thin ice whirling
Oblivious to the astonished blaring horns,

As a dancer or skater seems, while dancing to
The music that we hear, oblivious to
The music that we hear and listening to

Some other music heard from somewhere else.
So Peter moved like a dancer or skater through 
And among the dangerous outraged cars as if

Untouchable and untouched and moving to
The sounds of something else from somewhere else —
The music maybe of   his madness was it?

It was as if   he skated in solitude
And glided whirling on a lonely tarn
Far out away from everything there is.
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Learning  from History

They said, my saints, my slogan-sayers sang,   
Be good, my child, in spite of all alarm. 

They stood, my fathers, tall in a row and said,   
Be good, be brave, you shall not come to harm. 

I heard them in my sleep and muttering dream,   
And murmuring cried, How shall I wake to this? 

They said, my poets, singers of  my song,   
We cannot tell, since all we tell you is 

But history, we speak but of  the dead.   
And of  the dead they said such history 

(Their beards were blazing with the truth of it)   
As made of  much of  me a mystery. 
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That Evening At Dinner

By the last few times we saw her it was clear 
That things were di!erent. When you tried to help her   
Get out of  the car or get from the car to the door 
Or across the apartment house hall to the elevator   
There was a new sense of   heaviness   
Or of inertia in the body. It wasn’t   
That she was less willing to be helped to walk 
But that the walking itself   had become less willing.   
Maybe the stupid demogorgon blind   
Recalcitrance of  body, resentful of  the laws   
Of  mind and spirit, was getting its own back now, 
Or maybe a new and subtle, alien,   
Intelligence of   body was obedient now   
To other laws: “Weight is the measure of 
The force with which a body is drawn downward 
To the center of the earth”; “Inertia is   
The tendency of  a body to resist   
Proceeding to its fate in any way   
Other than that determined for itself.” 

That evening, at the Bromells’ apartment, after 
She had been carried up through the rational structure   
By articulate stages, floor after flashing floor, 
And after we helped her get across the hall, 
And get across the room to a chair, somehow   
We got her seated in a chair that was placed   
A little too far away from the nearest table,   
At the edge of  the abyss, and there she sat, 
Exposed, her body the object of our attention — 
The heaviness of  it, the helpless graceless leg, 
The thick stocking, the leg brace, the medical shoe. 

At work between herself and us there was   
A new principle of social awkwardness   
And skillfulness required of each of us.   
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Our tones of  voice in this easy conversation   
Were instruments of marvelous finesse,   
Measuring and maintaining with exactitude   

“The fact or condition of  the di!erence 
There was between us, both in space and time.” 

Her smiling made her look as if she had 
Just then tasted something delicious, the charm   
Her courtesy attributed to her friends. 

This decent elegant fellow human being 
Was seated in virtue, character, disability,   
Behind her the order of  the ranged bookshelves,   
The windows monitored by Venetian blinds — 

“These can be raised or lowered; numerous slats,   
Horizontally arranged, and parallel, 
Which can be tilted so as to admit 
Precisely the desired light or air.” 

We were all her friends, Maggie, and Bill, and Anne,   
And I, and the nice Boston Brahmin elderly man   
Named Duncan, utterly friendly and benign. 
And of course it wasn’t whether or not the world   
Was benign but whether it looked at her too much.   
She wasn’t “painfully shy” but just the same   
I wouldn’t be surprised if there had been   
Painfulness in her shyness earlier on, 
Say at dancing school. Like others, though, she had   
Survived her childhood somehow. Nor do I mean   
She was unhappy. Maybe more or less so   
Before her marriage. One had the sense of  trips   
Arranged, committees, concerts, ba±ed courage   
Living it through, giving it order and style.   
And one had the sense of  the late marriage as of   
Two ba±ements inventing the sense they made   
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Together. The marriage seemed, to the outside world,   
And probably was, radiant and triumphant,   
And I think that one could almost certainly say   
That during the last, heroic, phase of things,   
After his death, and after the stroke, she had   
By force of character and careful management,   
Maintained a certain degree of   happiness. 

The books there on the bookshelves told their stories, 
Line after line, all of them evenly spaced, 
And spaces between the words. You could fall through the 

spaces.
In one of the books Dr.  Johnson told the story:   

“In the scale of   being, wherever it begins,   
Or ends, there are chasms infinitely deep;   
Infinite vacuities    ...    For surely, 
Nothing can so disturb the passions, or   
Perplex the intellects of man so much,   
As the disruption of this union with   
Visible nature, separation from all 
That has delighted or engaged him, a change 
Not only of  the place but of  the manner   
Of   his being, an entrance into a state 
Not simply which he knows not, but perhaps   
A state he has not faculties to know.” 

The dinner was delicious, fresh greens, and reds,   
And yellows, produce of  the season due, 
And fish from the nearby sea; and there were also   
Ashes to be eaten, and dirt to drink. 
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The Crippled Girl, The Rose

It was as if  a flower bloomed as if
Its muttering root and stem had suddenly spoken,

Uttering on the air a poem of  summer,
The rose the utterance of  its root and stem.

Thus her beautiful face, the crippled girl’s,
Was like the poem spoken by her body —

The richness of  that face! — most generous
In what it keeps, giving in its having.

The rose reserves the sweetness that it yields,
Petal on petal, telling its own silence,

Her beauty saying from its thorny stalk
That what it is is kept as it is given.
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What It Does

The sea bit,
As they said it would,
And the hill slid,
As they said it would,
And the poor dead
Nodded agog
The poor head.

O topmost lofty
Tower of  Troy,
The poem apparently
Speaks with joy
Of  terrible things.
Where is the pleasure
The poetry brings?

Tell if  you can,
What does it make?
A city of  man
That will not shake,
Or if  it shake,
Shake with the splendor
Of  the poem’s pleasure.
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In Eden

You lie in our bed as if an orchard were over us.

You are what’s fallen from those fatal boughs.

Where will we go when they send us away from here?
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Seen Through a Window

A man and a woman are sitting at a table.
It is supper time. The air is green. The walls
Are white in the green air, as rocks under water
Retain their own true color, though washed in green.
I do not know either the man or the woman,
Nor do I know whatever they know of each other.
Though washed in my eye they keep their own true color.

The man is all his own hunched strength, the body’s
Self  and strength, that bears, like weariness,
Itself  upon itself, as a stone’s weight
Bears heavily on itself  to be itself.
Heavy the strength that bears the body down.
And the way he feeds is like a dreamless sleep.
The dreaming of a stone is how he feeds.

The woman’s arms are plump, mottled a little
The flesh, like standing milk, and on one arm
A blue bruise, got in some household labor or other,
Flowering in the white. Her staring eye,
Like some bird’s cry called from some deepest wood,
Says nothing of what it is but what it is.
Such silence is the bird’s cry of the stone.
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The Guest Ellen at the Supper for Street People

The unclean spirits cry out in the body 
Or mind of the guest Ellen in a loud voice 
Torment me not, and in the fury of   her unclean 
Hands beating the air in some kind of unending torment — 
Nobody witnessing could possibly know the event   
That cast upon her the spell of  this enchantment. 

Almost all the guests are under some kind of enchantment:   
Of   being poor day after day in the same body; 
Of   being witness still to some obscene event; 
Of   listening all the time to somebody’s voice 
Whispering in the ear things divine or unclean, 
In the quotidian of unending torment. 

One has to keep thinking there was some source of  torment,   
Something that happened someplace else, unclean.   
One has to keep talking in a reasonable voice 
About things done, say, by a father’s body 
To or upon the body of  Ellen, in enchantment 
Helpless, still by the unforgotten event 

Enchanted, still in the old forgotten event 
A prisoner of love, filthy Ellen in her torment,   
Guest Ellen in the dining hall in her body, 
Hands beating the air in her enchantment,   
Sitting alone, gabbling in her garbled voice   
The narrative of  the spirits of  the unclean. 

She is wholly the possessed one of the unclean. 
Maybe the spirits came from the river. The enchantment   
Entered her, maybe, in the Northeast Kingdom. The torment,   
A thing of  the waters, gratuitous event, 
Came up out of the waters and entered her body 
And lived in her in torment and cried out in her voice. 
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It speaks itself  over and over again in her voice,   
Cursing maybe or not a familiar obscene event   
Or only the pure event of original enchantment   
From the birth of the river waters, the pure unclean   
Rising from the source of  things, in a figure of  torment   
Seeking out Ellen, finding its home in her poor body. 

Her body witness is, so also is her voice,   
Of  torment coming from unknown event; 
Unclean is the nature and name of  the enchantment. 
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Out at Lanesville

In memoriam Mary Ann, 1932 – 1980 

The five or six of them, sitting on the rocks 
Out at Lanesville, near Gloucester; it is like
Listening to music. Several of them are teachers,
One is a psychologist, one is reading a book,
The page glares white in the summer sunlight;
Others are just sunning themselves, or just
Sitting there looking out over the water;
A couple of them seem to be talking together;
From this far o! you can’t hear what they are saying.

The day is hot, the absolute middle of summer.
Someone has written an obscenity 
In huge letters on the rocks above and behind
This group of people, and someone else, one of them,
Maybe, or maybe a neighbor, the owner of one
Of the cottages up behind and back in the woods,
Has tried to erase it and only partly done so,
So that for years it will say hoarsely fuck
To the random winds and to the senseless waves.

One of them is sitting with her back turned
To me and to the others on the rocks. The purple
Loosestrife and the tigerlilies are like the flags
Of some celebration; they bloom along the edge
Of a small stream that makes its way unseen
Down to the rocks and sand. Her shoulders are round,
And rather luxuriously heavy, and the whole figure
Has a youthful and graceful amplitude of  being
Whose beauty will last her her whole life long.
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The voices of some people out in a boat somewhere
Are carried in over the water with surprising
Force and clarity, though saying I don’t know what:
Happiness; unhappiness; something about the conditions
Of all such things; work done, not done; the saving
Of  the self  in the intense work of its singleness,
Learning to live with it. Their lives have separate ends.
Suddenly she turned her head and seems to look
Toward me and toward the others on the rocks,

So that her body, turned away, is more expressive
Than her blank face, a pure reflector of  light.





SEEING SEEN

Photographs  by Thomas Sayers Ellis



Stare. It is the way to educate your eye, and more.
— Walker Evans
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Selected Lens Caps

The picture and the ballad are alike, if not equally social forces.
— Frederick Douglass

A shutter can be such a ghost house. I never met the man in the mir-
ror [p. 331], nor did I ever see the real him. I felt him, focused and 
framed, lens and feeling. There wasn’t time to see, so he became seen, 
outside the New York Public Library. I would love to name him, but 
naming can be so tragic. It really can kill an image and an idea.

Seeing is never done, no matter how framed it becomes or housed by 
stanza. I use my photography to create and to challenge literacy, so 
often I probably search for characters from famous books or poems 
in my pictures. I would love to have provided photographs for a book 
like u.s. 1  by Muriel Rukeyser, or Blacks by Gwendolyn Brooks. The 
photograph of the man with the Psychic sign [p. 333] is probably an 
image-draft of a speaker from a poem that wants to write me, one of 
my inner folk reporters. 

I met Miss Julie [p. 332] and experienced Miss Julie, but all I know 
about her is her name. The photograph was taken in Drew, Mississippi, 
during a ride through the Delta, where I came upon her in the very 
lively way that she appears in the photograph, signifying, sitting out-
side holding a beer can, alone. I asked her if  I could photograph her 
and she posed for me, many unpublishable poses. Then the police 
came and, being older than they were, she read them their rights.

I see the men and women in my pictures as swimming shapes glued 
to time. I want to say that time is to photography as light is to paint-
ing, but that is not an exact truth. Light is time (in photography) and 
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time is light in the universe. The subjects of the photographs swim 
in this belief, and if there is any universe (any amount of unknown) 
in the image, in any picture, it certainly cannot be framed or con-
tained — well, not for long. The men and women in my photographs 
want to escape form. They want space.

I see black and white as the removal of things that age rapidly. I see 
it without my eyes. I hear in it and taste and touch in it. I am even 
surprised when I take photographs and the roll of film comes back in 
color. My camera-sense seems to be at odds with reality.

The Malcolm X photograph [p. 336] destroys the reality of  where it 
was taken. It hangs everywhere in the same way that Alberto Korda’s 
photograph of  Che Guevara always shows up when there is struggle. 
The photograph erases that information. It exists wherever there are 
meetings not happening. The table (not the photograph within the 
photograph) is the Power Object.

I am still teaching myself color, how to use it — in photography and 
poetry — in a way that’s my own. There is so much of it in the world 
that we take it for granted. Isn’t that the point of Frank O’Hara’s  

“of how terrible orange is” from “Why I Am Not a Painter”? I see 
black and white, but I experience color, and often a blurred photo 
seems more real to me than a perfectly focused one. A blurred color 
photo seems to be deciding if  it wants to be prose or poetry.

Do I “represent” race? I do, and so do you. Everyone does, even those 
who profess its absence — especially them, the avoiders. One can  
either represent race or be represented by race. The aesthetic, cul-
tural, emotional, and psychological aspects of  race and the responses 
to them (and racism) are fascinating. Black poets (not the ones who 

“just happen to be Black”) have a whole body-book (not handbook) 
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of technical devices as a result of  race and struggle-aesthetics. We 
only break lines when  _________  are listening, and when  _________  are 
not listening we fix them. 

In the future the word for image will be word and the word for word 
won’t be a word but just silence. This is already true in advertising, 
Concrete Poetry, and jealousy. 

When I am taking photographs, I am a photographer  who is upset 
with poetry. When I am writing, I am a beggar who wishes he could 
a!ord the company of a notebook or a lens. I am impoverished and 
extremely hungry, in every sense of   those words. 

A photograph mostly contains choices and actions that are not mine, 
ones that outnumber mine and ones that I’ve surrendered to — just 
like when writing a poem. But I am aiming for invisibility when I 
take a picture much more so than when writing a poem. I want to be 
seen when I write and seeing when I take photographs.

I wonder if it’s best to wait for one of Henri Cartier-Bresson’s  
“decisive moments” or to interrupt the photograph and, perhaps, aid 
in the development of one of its possible enjambments. Very few  
poets are able to interrupt themselves, their lines, without destroying 
the integrity of the idea, image, or lyric-walk. Most poets just leap or 
lean, lazily, on the linear. I also wonder about my eyes; how long, in 
wetness, they will last.
 





HE DIGESTETH HARDE  YRON

Thanks to social networking, G.K. Chesterton’s remark that “poets have been 
mysteriously silent on the subject of cheese” has recently been given wide, if un-
deserved, circulation; anyone who consults the Poetry Foundation’s online poetry 
archive will find his claim not to be true. Hoping to disprove any larger point 
he may have been making, however, we asked several poets to mix memory and  
desire — for food — in the pieces that follow. Bon appetit! 
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nikki giovanni

Chasing Utopia

So here is the actual story. I was bored. Bored even though I had 
the privilege of interviewing Mae Jemison, the first Black woman 
in space, who said she pursued a degree in physics and also became 
a medical doctor to keep her mind occupied. Mae’s iq must be nine 
hundred and fifty-five or thereabouts. I asked: “How do you keep 
from being bored?” 

And she replied: “A friend of my father’s once told me ‘If you’re 
bored you’re not paying attention.’” 

So I said: “Beer.”
We are foodies, my family and I. My grandmother was an extraor-

dinary cook. Her miniature Parker House rolls have been known to 
float the roof  o! a flooded house in hurricane season. Grandpapa 
made pineapple ice cream so rich and creamy, with those surpris-
ing chunks that burst with citrusy flavor. My sister, Gary Ann, 
made spring rolls so perfectly the Chinese complained to the State 
Department, and my Aunt fries chicken just short of  burning that has 
been known to make the Colonel denounce his own kfc. Mommy 
was the best bean cooker in this world — and still is, I’m sure, in the 
next. I do a pretty swell pot roast myself. We are, in other words, 
dangerous when it comes to food. 

Mommy also liked pig feet. Boiled. Not pickled.
I was sad when Mommy died. Then six weeks later Gary Ann died. 

Then my Aunt Ann. I tried to find a way to bring them back. 
Beer. 
Mommy drank Miller Genuine Draft. Gary Ann drank Bud Light. 

Not me. What did I have in common with those guys on tv who 
were throwing a football around and looking just shy of fat? Nothing. 
They bored me. If it was going to be beer, I needed to learn some-
thing. 

Going through books, I came across Utopia. Sam Adams. The 
number one beer in the world. Having always been a fan of start 
at the top, I called my local beer store. “I’d like to order a Utopia, 
please.” Thinking this would be easy. 

“No Way,” Keith said. “We never get that!” 
ok. I called Bounty Hunter. They have everything. That’s where 
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I bought my Justice Series: Blind Justice, Frontier Justice, Poetic 
Justice. Great red wines. 

“No, ma’am, we don’t sell beer.” 
Utopia is only on a special allotment to Canada, where it is sold 

as a “Special Brew.” If I could just get to Canada, I could find my 
Utopia. But, dadgummit, the tsa would take it from me, claiming it 
was over three ounces. I’d be doggone if I would provide that group 
with Utopia. Never. Never. No Canada for me.

Samuel Adams’s Utopia is only brewed every other year. There 
will be a batch coming out this year, but it goes really quickly. There 
are folk who work at the Sam Adams Brewery just to be able to smell 
it, and I have heard, though I doubt that it’s true, that you are strip-
searched when you leave work during Utopia season. Once, they say, 
someone belched and was immediately arrested.

Utopia is incredibly special, is the number one beer in the world 
because the aroma alone is worth the price. Can a beer be “chewy” 
while at the same time smooth as silk? Can a beer make you feel 
like a queen while bringing out your libido, making you want to 
howl? Indeed it can. Utopia makes you want a Swan for your Leda. 
A Lancelot for your Guinevere. A boiled pig foot for your low-
down blues. Special? Are your first pair of stockings special? Is the 
first time your Mom let you wear lipstick special? Is your first kiss  
special? It’s Utopia.

But here is the happy part. I am a poet. I occasionally get invited 
to speak at Important Government Agencies. I was thrilled. Sure, 
someone will say: Why would you, a poet, a rebel, you who hate 
the tsa and think railroads should make a big comeback, you who 
think modern wars are stupid and unworthy — why would you speak 
for an Important Government Agency? Well, for one thing, I am 
an American. So government, whether I like it or not, R Me. For 
another thing, I know they have the world’s best computers. I was 
charming. I was funny. I was very nice and a good citizen. I wanted 
an illegal favor. 

“Please, sir,” said I, “can you find Utopia?”
“Of course, little lady,” said the Director. “It’s in your heart and 

mind.” He smiled a lovely smile and patted me on my shoulder. Not 
wanting to appear to correct him, I smiled the smile of   the defeated. 
And waited for him to leave. I asked his assistant.

“I think,” he pontificated, “it is in your soul. Search deep and you 
will find it.” 
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I knew I needed someone of color. Finally an older man, grey hair 
cut short, came by. “Please excuse me,” I said, “I’m trying to find 
Utopia. Can you help?” 

“Why sure,” he said “as soon as I can find a safe computer.” We 
moved into another room and he made me stand way away from him 
so that I could not see the screen. He pulled up a website. “Here you 
go.” And he was right. “I can’t buy it as it’s against the rules, but get 
someone else to go to this site. I hear it’s a great beer. At $350 a pint, 
it ought to be.” 

And now that I’ve found Utopia, I am at peace. I have Utopia, and 
if  I were Egyptian I would be buried with it. I use it to start conversa-
tions and make friends. It is not for mortals. Or Americans. Utopia 
is for the gods.
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ange mlinko

A Few Leaves of Salted Rocket

My father was as worried about me becoming a vegetarian as my  
becoming a poet when in high school I took to some inchoate form of 
dieting and started eating a lot of  lettuce. “Look at cows and horses; 
they have to eat all day to stay alive.” This might also have had an 
analog in poetry: Look, you have to forage all day for words, images,  
experiences that give rise to one poem. What he didn’t know was that 
you even have to forage in your dreams.

A salad is interesting — aside from its wholesomeness, it’s simply  
interesting to your mouth. It means to balance the silky with the  
knobby with the chewy with the crisp. Like this:

And little distant fields were sprigged with haycocks
And splashed against a white

Roadside cottage a welter of  nasturtium
Deluging the sight.

— From County Sligo

or

It’s no go the merrygoround, it’s no go the rickshaw,
All we want is a limousine and a ticket for the peepshow.
Their knickers are made of crêpe-de-chine, their shoes are 

made of python,
Their halls are lined with tiger rugs and their walls with heads 

of   bison.
— From Bag pipe Music

Yes, Louis MacNeice was probably a terrific salad-maker. 
It was years before I understood that salads have nothing to do 

with lettuce, necessarily. When I was in Morocco, one of the less for-
tunate legacies of  French rule was its mayonnaisey salades varieés. In 
the middle of winter in the Atlas Mountains, there isn’t much fresh 
produce in the marché — a few potatoes, cabbages, carrots, and beets. 
Some fine crypto-French establishment in Ifrane or Meknes intro-
duced me to a salade I succumbed to with guilty pleasure. It really is 
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awful, but it’s interesting to the mouth. To wit:

Raw shredded cabbage
A can of corn
Chopped canned hearts-of-palm
Sultanas

Dress it with copious amounts of  lemon juice, mayo, salt, and pepper. 
Wait till the cabbage wilts a bit before digging in.

The best salads I ever had were in Lebanon, but then, there is 
no better food in the world, full stop. Sour Lebanese tabbouleh has  
hardly any bulgur whatsoever, but is comprised almost wholly 
of chlorophyll-saturated shredded parsley dressed mostly in salt,  
sumac, and olive oil. And for all that I love a good legume or grain 
salad, I can’t think the word salad without conjuring up the green 
kind. A salad of dill and parsley. A salad of mint and basil. A salad of  
tender baby romaine. Or chicory. Or — so rampant in Lebanon — 
abundant cheap rocket (what we call arugula). Restaurants would just 
set a dish of plain, undressed, spicy rocket on the table with the water 
glasses. The cheapest Beiruti eatery was in this sense as luxurious as 
Manhattan sashimi. In the us, you can’t get produce this good unless 
you can grow it yourself.

The Middle East faces a water crisis in the coming decades, in 
which case a casualty may be those lettuces I remember so hungrily. 
A few leaves of salted rocket — what I would give right now to re-
turn to one homely cafe o!  Hamra for that simple pleasure. (Never 
mind the cigarette smoke everywhere.) One of the few books in my 
parents’ house when I was growing up was a second-hand copy of 
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, and I remember well the original Rapunzel story, 
with its pregnant mother who pined for rampion. What’s rampion? 
Whatever it was, it sounded like the most delicious herb in the world. 
Years and years have not eased in me a desire for that rampion — yet 
just the word is enough. When I think of rocket, I believe rampion 
underwrites it: rampion, rampage, herbiage, verbiage. It’s the greedi-
ness of plants for light; the helplessness of words to proliferate; the 
insatiability of the woman who pines for greens!
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michael hofmann

Disorder and Early Sorrow

I was born in Germany, in the fifties, to young and poor academic 
parents. They were in fact newly arrived Ossis, long before such a 
word existed. Both of them had starved during the war, they were 
conscientious, a little traditional (for want of anything else), remote 
from grandparents and advice, anxious to do well by their first child. 
My mother raised me on carrot juice (pressed with insistent e!ort 
through a piece of twisted muslin from carrots she had rasped her-
self) and (it appalls me to say so) shavings of raw horse’s liver. The 
one was rich in vitamins, the other, dare I say it, in protein. I was, 
in the German sense of the word, a feisty child: firm-fleshed, with 
cheeks you could, like the breasts of some celebrated mistress or 
other, crack fleas on. My complexion glowed a healthy lunar orange 
from the carotene, or perhaps it was the horse. I talked and quipped 
and sang, and my besotted mother wrote it all down. Once, I was 
parked in my pushchair, in my favorite place on the veranda, which 
was at the head of   the street and overseeing all of it, so that I could 
coo out my jocular commentary on whatever transpired there. My 
young and exuberant father (Kafka!) swung a bag of shopping over 
the parapet, tin cans, spuds, bottles, whatever, not knowing I was 
there; I took no harm. Nor from another occasion when I was found 
in the bathroom with an empty bottle of  bleach and an ambiguous 
smile. Had I    …    hadn’t I? Who knows?

My earliest memory relates to food. I was four, in fact it was my 
fourth birthday, and I was allowed to go to the baker, all by myself, to 
buy fresh pretzels. No sooner, though, had I attained this level of per-
fect and infinitely auspicious competence than I was uprooted. My 
father took a job — his first job — in England. We were emigrating.  
I will have sensed the upheaval, the finiteness of  things, so many more 
times of   this, three more times of  that, the last time of anything at all. 
I was solemnly presented with a pair of new shoes, “for England,” 
which I took and deposited in the stream at the bottom of  the garden 
(Freiburg, if you don’t know it, is charmingly full of flowing water).  
I don’t know whether I was trying to save us trouble and expense by 
allowing the shoes to go there under their own steam, the way corpses,  
in the Jewish faith, go trundling along underseas to Jerusalem —  
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conceivably, I would have had some sense of rivers flowing into each 
other, and then, along Father Rhine, and into the sea — or if I was 
simply making my somewhat literal saboteur’s protest. My doubt, or 
equivocation, didn’t save me. The shoes were expensive. (Everything 
was expensive.) My father, a practical, hands-on, and, truth to tell, 
irascible man, beat me. I was unable to expedite the shoes or prevent 
our departure. We took our way from Freiburg to Bristol. And then, 
on the boat, crossing the Channel, not in England, nor in Germany, 
neither departed nor arriving, but extra-territorially, in suspension, 
in no man’s land, I had something indescribably delicious to eat.  
I haven’t the first idea what it was. I don’t know even whether it was 
warm or cold, here or there in its inspiration, commercially wrapped 
or newly made. It was just “on the boat,” a prepositional phrase 
standing in for a noun. I have a hunch it was savory rather than sweet, 
because that is where my preferences lie; but for a child, even a child 
of the horse-and-carrot variety, that seems a little unlikely. I think 
perhaps it was something like Turkish delight, with its magical in-
gredient of rose water, but chances are it was more like beef  jerky. At 
times, I have seemed close to remembering it. I may have seen it or 
known it in dreams. It was paradisiacally delectable, something expe-
rienced only by the barefoot in transit. Even its memory is fugitive. 
Perhaps it was my shoes.
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a.e. stallings

All the Greens Whose Names I Do Not Know

We live in the concrete heart of Athens, divorced in many ways from 
the daedal earth of the Greek countryside and the rhythms of the 
seasons. But one thing I love about our working-class neighborhood 
is that, like all neighborhoods here, once a week (for us, Mondays), 
the farmers’ market sets up, and whatever is in season is trucked into 
town in the wee hours of  the morning. One week, the pomegranates 
finally give out. Another, the first cherries appear. But even after a 
dozen years here, the thing that always strikes me is the bewildering 
number of  kinds of greens on o!er, and the dizzying catalog of  their 
names.

Aside from the standard range of parsley, mint, dill, fennel, cel-
ery, arugula and coriander, lettuces and cabbage, you will run into 
a welter of seasonal leafy greens from almyrikia to zochos — myroni, 
vlita, radikia, seskoula, stamnangathia, glistrida    …    I only know what a 
handful of  them are in English. Glistrida, “the slippery,” for instance, 
is purslane; seskoula is chard. Some are supposed to have medicinal 
or other properties. (Glistrida evidently loosens the tongue.) Their 
flavors can be citrusy or mustardy or peppery, sweet or bitter, mild 
or sharp. I often buy something not quite sure what it is or what to 
do with it — though most are suitable for salads, or for savory pies 
with some crumbled feta, or simply boiled and dressed with lemon 
and olive oil.

Greeks spend a greater portion of their income on produce than 
any other European nationality. Television crews reporting on infla-
tion and the crisis often focus on the farmers’ markets. The parsley 
index, I call it. Under the drachma, a bunch of parsley would run you 
a hundred drachmas. Now it is fifty Euro cents. That’s a seventy-five 
percent markup once you convert the currency.

If you drive out of Athens into the countryside on fine spring or 
autumn days, you’ll see (mostly) older women, bending with sur-
prising nimbleness at their sturdy, matronly waists, harvesting wild 
greens into plastic supermarket sacks. While few of the thousands 
of wildflowers will be known as anything but louloudi (flower), ev-
ery little edible green weed poking up out of the ground — covered 
generally with the word chorta, as in horticulture — will have its own 
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name, often more than one, depending on the region. For something 
to have its own name, it needs to be useful. And the bounty of the 
Greek countryside has often been all that has stood between people 
and starvation. During the famine of 1941–1942 under the German 
occupation, when some three hundred thousand people died of star-
vation in the greater Athens area alone, what kept many people alive 
was a knowledge of  wild bulbs and greens, of  knowing that even the 
ubiquitous and humble nettle is nutritious, and tasty, when properly 
prepared. Nowadays, upscale neo-traditional tavernas often boast of 
unusual wild greens alongside their cultivated cousins. One mem-
orable meal we had in the village of  Lefkes on the island of  Paros  
featured, alongside fried snails and garlic dip (skordalia), a mess of 
wild asparagus just harvested from the mountain.

 It’s true that you will never catch a Homeric hero eating his greens. 
In Homer, the aristocratic warrior class is always depicted, when eat-
ing, feasting on meat and wine, perhaps with some bread to sop up 
the juice. Maybe that’s why heroes always seem to be described as a 
head taller than everyone else — all that protein. But there is, in the 
Odyssey, in the description of the city of the Phaeacians, a Golden 
Age paradise where pomegranates and grapes ripen year round, an 
intriguing mention of tidy garden beds. I like Robert Fagles’s take on 
it: “And there by the last rows are beds of greens, /  bordered and plot-
ted, greens of every kind, / glistening fresh, year in, year out.” 

It is the roots of things that fascinate me — their bulbs, their 
rhizomes, etymologies. Browsing a glossary of Linear B (the pre- 
alphabetic system of  writing used by Mycenaean Greeks), I got a taste 
of  Bronze Age life. Linear B  was a serviceable but not terribly elegant 
writing system, useful for lists, for the inventories of goods and ser-
vices vital to the everyday workings of a Mycenaean palace — wool 
and textile workers, slaves and beasts of  burden, swords and dista!s, 
harnesses and wagon wheels, livestock. But there among the hard-
ware of war and the tackle of trades were the flavors of daily fare and 
feasts, the containers of wine and oil and flour. Here I find ko-ri-ja-
da-na (coriander), mi-ta (mint), pa-ko-we (sage), se-ri-no (celery), 
ma-ra-tu-wo (fennel) — words nearly identical to the modern Greek 
three millennia later. How fresh and fragrant these ancient syllables 
are, as if  someone just harvested them this Monday morning and put 
them on a truck bound for the farmers’ market in Neos Kosmos, with 
the Cretan, Attic, and Laconic dirt still clinging to their roots. I go 
out with my shopping basket, to make my own anthology.
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w.s. di piero

What’s for Dinner?

Two tables over, in a sushi joint, I see a young couple cozied next to 
each other and think of the great blue heron I’d watched in Tomales 
Bay. I didn’t see it at first because of its stillness, still in a way hu-
mans never seem still: its entire body was an instrument of seeing, 
its length an embodiment of casually dire attentiveness. The heron 
was hunting, of course, waiting for some bite-sized thing to forget 
it was there. It stretched and retracted its neck a couple of times in 
that elastic-cable way they have, went still again for a long time, ten 
minutes maybe — I know because silly, top-of-the-line mammal me 
tried to stay as still as the bird — then snapped its head into the rushes, 
and when it came back into sight, a furry thing wriggled in its beak, 
but only for a few mortal moments. 

In the restaurant, the woman feeding had a similar rhythm: she 
reached chopsticks tentatively toward her and her man’s shared 
sashimi plate, then withdrew them, as if anticipating the perfect  
moment. After a few tentative gestures, she stabbed at the plate, 
clamped a slice of flesh, retrieved it to her lips, took a tiny bite, and 
chewed. I couldn’t hear their conversation, though I did hear from 
her a squeak that in another venue would have passed for orgasmic 
utterance. She beaked the remaining chunk of fish into her mouth, 
bit down on it, chewed once, twice, then did something I’ve never 
seen: as some animals feed their young with prey they’ve caught and 
chewed, tipping the macerated remains into the younger mouths or 
beaks, she turned and, covering mouth and chopstick tips with her 
hand, retrieved that last chewed morsel and placed it into her mate’s 
astonished, uncertain mouth, and they masticated together, nodding. 
The scene reminded me of a conversation I’d had with a friend who 
had just broken up with her fiancé. “I couldn’t stand it. The way he 
put his head down like a dog to a dish and snorted his food, it disgust-
ed me. Feeding time in the lion house or pig pen. We’re all animals, 
sure, and he was an animal in bed, which was ok, but mouth-slurping 
pho like that? That was a deal-breaker.”

Physical taste, I think, like one’s sense of style, is fixed, founda-
tional, irreducible. Science will someday map and analyze neural 
networks su"ciently to explain all this, but for now it remains a  
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mystery to me. Taste is radical, it roots us in the world, to our sense 
of our presence in reality. It’s foundational but radiates something 
restless and migratory. It radiates imagination: once we’ve tasted 
something that strikes deeper than any other sensation into a darker, 
more obscure part of consciousness, we may spend the rest of our 
existence trying to replicate the experience, or hoping without hope 
that it will incidentally replicate itself. 

I was eight or nine maybe when my grandmother first o!ered me 
a slice of  fresh market fennel. The anise sweetness, its toothy cool 
striated texture, ripped it out of the crowded neighborhood of like  
flavors I already knew — licorice whips, anisette, Good & Plenty —  
and, liberating itself, liberated me, or my completeness of sensational 
pleasure, to seek it out again. And I have, and I like the taste still, but 
that first taste was like an Adamic act of naming a piece of reality. You 
only do it once. I’ve written poems that revisit the experience, but 
that’s all the poetry can do, revisit, not remake or even intensify it, 
because my primary experience was already the intensest rendezvous. 
One agony of the imagination is that it returns us again and again to 
the recognition that there is no earthly paradise, though we’re sick-
eningly equipped to imagine one. I’ve chased that primal savoriness 
ever since. Desire drives imagination but doesn’t empower it. Our 
nagging desire to experience a taste afresh reminds us that that acqui-
sition was really a loss of innocence, and once lost, any recovery is an 
illusion or willed fabrication. 

Innate distaste drives a contrary desire — to pursue and conquer a 
taste that resists us, to claim and colonize it, even though you disap-
prove of and find inferior the new colony’s native inhabitants and  
culture and forms of religious worship. My two food missions —  
marshmallows and orange things — are driven, in other words, by 
perverted desire. My success rate doesn’t rate. Marshmallow (Althea 
o!cinalis) is an herb usually found near wetlands whose leaves and 
roots have been used since ancient Egypt as a simple for ailments 
ranging from asthma to agita to cankers. But that’s not what comes 
in those respiratory plastic bags or in s’mores. For me, as a child, 
marshmallows were the anti-fennel, a sickening vaporous sweetness 
hugging stringy, foamed-over nothingness. Kissing cousin to cotton 
candy. (On the boardwalk, give me a hoagie or bag of warm peanuts, 
pass the cotton candy to the girlfriend.) The mini-marshmallows  
I confronted as an adult, in the Midwest, in Jell-O salad, were con-
taminants. Jell-O was a devious joker food, a shape-shifter, now a 
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solid, now liquefied on the tongue, mostly something slitheringly in 
between, and it was colored Green Hornet emerald, Captain Marvel 
carmine, or Aquaman cyan. Who could ask for more? But those scraw-
ny pasty cubes? I ate around them and left a gummy, mucilaginous  
refuse in the bowl. And yet I had a dream of  deliverance: on tv, where 
perfect experience was had by perfect people I knew must exist in a 
faraway land, jolly clans toasted marshmallows over a fire. Campfire, 
fireplace, no matter. Fire’s fire. But since it never occurred to us to 
roast those foamy virgin organs over a stove-top flame, I waited many 
years before the opportunity o!ered itself. The charred caramelized 
sheath, the steamy inner goop — the mighty thing itself that would 
redeem me from my un-American aversion — only pitched my dis-
gust beyond Ultima Thule. I resigned myself to everlasting exile.

And spare me two orange foods, yams and pumpkin pie. I’m not a 
hater of  all-American ceremonial foods (in my culture, Thanksgiving 
turkey and its infinite fixings were preceded by industrial-strength 
raviolis tanked in estuarial red sauce) but gagging on my first mouth-
ful of pumpkin pie at some childhood holiday dinner seemed to 
grievously violate a pact of conscience with our sea-to-shining-sea. 
That was predetermined, I should have known, by the bite of sweet 
potato I’d stupidly eaten — nobody warned me, but who would 
warn someone against the true test of non-partisan citizenship in the 
Republic? — and which I cleverly excused myself from table to cough 
back into the toilet, much as certain animals cough up food to nour-
ish their young, yes? But unlike the fake leaf-and-root extract from 
marshy lands that had permanently become a species alien to my gut, 
from my aversion toward orange foods I was finally delivered (thanks 
to the culinary cunning of women who couldn’t have known they 
held my destiny and desire in their hands) by a critical additive to both 
yams and the odious Rupert Pupkin bupkis pup-poop pumpkin pie. 

Cognac. 
Cognac.
 

So I bless Bacchus, nemesis of bupkis, I bless the grape, O gal-
vanic grape and all your ministrations, and your mutations, so let 
me also bless the grappa of the grape and Pavese’s poem, “Grappa in 
September,” for you have all made me the man I am today.  
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kristin naca

Eating Lorca

My body prefers a diet of peasant food. That is, my blood rejects 
meat I can’t tie to a death. I get squeamish over dishes handled by too 
many hands. I scour the Twin Cities in search of competently rolled 
lumpia or Chinese dumpling. In Texas and Mexico, I shun lard — the 
fireworks of anonymous swine too complex on my tongue. My woe, 
I figured, would be lifelong before poet Luisa Igloria set me straight. 

“Perhaps,” she suggested, “you have a duende.” In Tagalog, duende 
means dark spirit or power. It’s also a forest creature, a flesh-hungry 
spirit ready to tear apart a child, limb from limb.

When Purisima, my mother, eats — duende. Now a lifetime away 
from the provinces of the Philippines, she still sucks on the damp 
knuckles of every thighbone, on every plate. I learned to slurp mantle 
from heads. Eat with my hands. My Puerto Rico-born father taught me 
to disinter fish eyes and gnaw them to pebbles. The best way to honor 
duende, I’ve found, is to get meat to the fire as fast as you can and  
eschew refrigeration. A kill with a purpose. Only hot blood satisfies 
the duende: pork flush with iron; phosphorous blooming from fish; 
plantains blackened and deflating in a box. Over  weeks, bacteria break 
down the banana’s woody cells and excrete the sour waste you crave.

Duende was a tool missionaries used to cower disinterested 
Tagalogs. We ate up duende and look what happened. We transmit-
ted it back across the ocean — centuries before it crossed Lorca’s 
lips — on the very same routes pigs zigzagged from Asia, on the 
Spanish galleon ships. Duende is a cannibalism and a mirror. Nouns 
you can smell. Watch a family slaughter a pig in Pampanga, and the 
precision with which they assemble a pit in the suburbs of  Virginia. 
Not an earlobe is missed. Roasted lechon our idiom. Now, new breeds 
of swine return to the Islands, from America. Hogs are raised in the 
luxury of traditional backyard pens, behind every kind of house, in 
the archipelago. Returning to roots, duende laughs.

Duende appears in divots; there was symmetry. Dark sounds fill 
the rhyme and refrain. “Ay!” Lorca writes:

The shout leaves a cypress shadow
on the wind.
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(Leave me in this field
crying.)

What dark do we see in the dark? What shadow in “the lightless ho-
rizon /  …    bitten by bonfires.” Every morning, in open-air markets, 
in the Philippines, women sit along benches, stu"ng intestine with 
fresh red pulp. Peppers and pineapple season the innards they tie o! 
into sausage. Meat so sweet it glows in your mouth. In coastal towns, 
fathers and sons line up with heaping, skull-sized nets. Crustaceans 
pile up on battered, green Styrofoam. The catch is whatever father 
and son can manage to fish, on a tipsy boat, in the dark. Neruda 
captures lives like these — and these poems have duende. If you’re 
lucky, your hotel has plumbing and a live-in cook. She’s done this 
work since she was six: clean, wash, and prepare seafood the board-
ers carry from the dock. Biting into shrimp this quick from the sea, 
you awaken the lives inside them: the fish the shellfish eat moments 
before they’re plucked from the depths. A voluble, planktonic must 
swarms from the flesh.

The explorer Magellan came to the Philippines and was eaten.  
I found Lorca’s poems and ate them all. The sounds of tongue- 
clacking, wooden spoons, and heels jangle in me. The poet Rigoberto 
González sat beside me at a bar in New York City, and he clanked 
from the sound of  lots of yummy poets inside his belly. “Horn,” his 
poem about two bulls on a truck bed, is the cud of the gypsy digesting 
the lyric: “eye reflecting throbbing eye / There is no seeking pity, / no 
screwing the horn back on.” Mitsuye Yamada’s “Evacuation,” written 
during internment, resembles glass in the throat of a Romani singer: 

As we boarded the bus
 ...........................
the Seattle Times
photographer said
Smile!
So obediently I smiled
and the caption the next day 
read:

Note smiling faces
a lesson to Tokyo.
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How the repetition of a single word releases duende. The eye stares, 
helpless, at a wounded eye. A smile travels back and forth from hell.

Duende haunts centuries of Andean song and now returns to 
Andalusia, Cádiz. Gabriela Mistral — “como el cántaro del peruano,” 
like the Peruvian singer, “como la quena de mil años,” like the thou-
sand-year-old reed flute — ground her corpse into corpus. “El poro 
al poro, el gajo al gajo,” mortar to mortar, pestle to pestle, “y ponme 
entre ellos a vivir,” and put me between them so I may live, “pasmada 
dentro de tu pasmo,” ravished inside of your shock.





COMMENT
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daisy fried

Specimen Days

Selected Poems, by Roy Fisher. 
Flood Editions. $15.95.

One of the sorriest results of the battle between stylistic camps in 
American poetry is that extremely important foreign poets go un-
noticed here for decades. The British poet Roy Fisher has written 
astonishing poems since the fifties, and continues to write them  
now. According to August Kleinzahler, the editor of this superb 
Selected Poems, Fisher’s first in the us, Fisher has begun to be widely 
read in Britain, though he’s outside British house style too. Also a jazz 
pianist who spent the first forty-two years of  his life in Birmingham, 
England, he worked as a university lecturer in American Studies in 
the English Midlands but never moved to a literary hub like London 
or Oxbridge and now lives in Derbyshire’s Peak District. He’s a “life-
long, rather cheerful agoraphobe and hermit,” writes Kleinzahler in 
his excellent introduction. He “never aspired to a readership.…    On 
first learning that his work was being read outside a small circle of 
poet friends, Fisher froze up for an extended period of time, as he 
would periodically throughout his writing life.” In spite of that, a 
collected volume, The Long and the Short of It, published in Britain in 
2005, ran almost four hundred pages.

Fisher’s poetry is experimental, but not in the American way. 
While the influence of American Modernists (particularly William 
Carlos Williams and various New American poets) is evident,  
Fisher’s idiom and elegantly complex syntax are British. His poems 
can be ultra-short or extremely long. Sometimes prose, sometimes 
lineated, they are dense except when they aren’t, restless except when 
still, improvisational in feel inside a kind of nonce formal rigor. Even 
late in life, Fisher doesn’t write obsessively or in the usual ways about 
death’s approach. The recent, six-line “On Hearing I’d Outlived My 
Son the Linguist” is extremely moving as it turns away from the fact 
of death, without grasping for consolation:

Two days since I heard you were gone
suddenly in your forties and me still not quite eighty
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and hour by hour today with no whole word all
the emptied patterns of your talk come crowding
into my brain for shelter:
bustling, warm, exact. You’d be interested.

The autobiography is atypical. Fisher seldom relies on personae 
or traditional narration. Yet he never seems impersonal. His poems 
simply complicate any movement toward warmth, as at the end of 

“The Memorial Fountain”:
 

And the scene?
a thirty-five-year-old man,
poet,

by temper, realist,
watching a fountain
and the figures round it
in garish twilight,

working
to distinguish an event
from an opinion;

this man,
intent and comfortable —

Romantic notion.

From the beginning, Fisher’s writing dealt with landscape — urban, 
rural, sea — which he describes wonderfully. One gets the look of 
things in the tercets that begin “The Entertainment of  War,” which 
describes the wwii bombing of  Birmingham, but description isn’t 
the point:

I saw the garden where my aunt had died
And her two children and a woman from next door;
It was like a burst pod filled with clay.

A mile away in the night I had heard the bombs
Sing and then burst themselves between cramped houses
With bright soft flashes and sounds like banging doors;
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The last of them crushed the four bodies into the ground,
Scattered the shelter, and blasted my uncle’s corpse
Over the housetop and into the street beyond. 

The political is often folded into narrative scraps. “The Dow Low 
Drop,” titled after the steep hill that rises behind Fisher’s Derbyshire 
house (the stock exchange pun must tickle Fisher) is part (de)cre-
ation myth, part environmentalist meditation on quarrying, death, 
and material goods. Moving back and forth between the hill and arti-
facts from the Bronze Age grave mounds which have disappeared in 
the quarrying process, Fisher imagines a future burial:

On a day I could hardly be present
a group I guessed at 
came to the ridge here again and opened the mound
laying there three rivets, a grooved bronze dagger,
flakes and a knife of flint, a piece of iron ore 
and a bone pin. With these things and others
they placed my own dead body that I had

to be food for the journey
all rivets and the like must make.

Fisher seldom sticks long with a strategy, image set, or technique. 
“The Ship’s Orchestra,” a long prose “fantasia,” as Kleinzahler terms 
it, contains gossip about a made-up orchestra and their nicknames for 
their instruments; a description of   how a porthole is made; a discussion  
of ship pipes followed by a litany of imaginary pipes (“Hope-pipes, 
love-pipes, fright-pipes”); a sorrowful one-sentence paragraph read-
ing “Amy does not come to me in the night”; and surrealist meta-
phors that make bizarre realist sense: 

At times the sea rises uniformly to become much of the sky, 
harmless, translucent, golden-grey, with the great sun billow-
ing down under the keel and flaking itself o! itself from ear 
to ear. A wake of  hundreds of scooped-out grapefruit halves.

Sometimes this complicated poet simply charms. “Syntax” is an 
entry in the mini-genre of single-gesture Modernist cat poems (cf. 
Williams’s “Poem (As the cat)”; Sandburg’s “Fog”):
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March. The cat
with eyes askew
rubs her great head hard
against the last stalk of  kale
left standing in the mud
till it breaks
and the green juice gleams.

Fisher can also be the world’s best anti-charmer: “It is Writing,” 
complete below, is an anti-manifesto of sorts, a negotiation between 
rigor of thought and the seductions of emotional, moral, and linguis-
tic ease:

Because it could do it well
the poem wants to glorify su!ering.
I mistrust it.

I mistrust the poem in its hour of success,
a thing capable of   being
tempted by ethics into the wonderful.

Jazz poems come early and late. “And on That Note: Six Jazz 
Elegies” combines tributes to dead artists with an ars poetica:

 
Wellstood, for forty-odd years,
guessed what there was to do next
and did it.
 ......................................

understanding that music’s 
more about movement than structure.

Substitute “poetry” for “music” and the poem becomes a fine re-
minder to formalists, neo-formalists, and would-be formalists of 
what matters. “The Thing About Joe Sullivan” (the early twentieth-
century jazz pianist) is good jazz criticism, advice for living, and 
much more — in three grammatically-complex sentences distributed 
over short-lined couplets. Sullivan’s mood drives his playing, writes 
Fisher:
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a feeling violent and ordinary

that runs in among standard forms so
wrapped up in clarity

that fingers following his 
through figures that sound obvious

find corners everywhere,
marks of invention, wakefulness;

the rapid and perverse
tracks that ordinary feelings

make when they get driven
hard enough against time.

Violent, ordinary, rapid, perverse, wakeful, finding corners every-
where, driven hard enough against time: Roy Fisher, wonderful at 
everything, is best, too, at describing himself.

Space, in Chains, by Laura Kasischke. 
Copper Canyon Press. $16.00.

In Space, in Chains, her eighth book, Laura Kasischke, as in much of 
her previous work, concentrates on matters explicitly feminine and 
domestic — family, house, yard, town — but estranges them, treating 
them as specimens. This is a familiar, alluring Kasischke. She’s a sup-
ple, capable writer of  lineated and prose poems which rely on quick 
shifts of diction and focus. She never takes a wrong step, stylistic or 
technical. I wouldn’t mean that as a compliment, normally — rough 
edges, clunks, and flaws-turned-strengths being the most exciting 
moments in much poetry. But Kasischke’s intensity and oddity of 
vision is concurrently social, political, intimate, and physical, and her 
skills make her discomforting disjunctions authoritative and neces-
sary-feeling rather than merely gestural. In “Time,” a poem hard to 
explain but weirdly a!ecting, the death of a mother is set in close 
proximity to the world wars:
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Like a twentieth-century dream of  Europe — all
horrors, and pastries — some part of me, for all time
stands in a short skirt in a hospital cafeteria line, with a tray, while

in another glittering tower named 
for the world’s richest man
my mother, who is dying, never dies.

Earnest-yet-satirical opening, disparates (horrors / pastries), apparent  
paradoxes: this is signature Kasischke. Also the di"culty of  locating 
the poem’s subject: the living memory of  the dead mother is at the 
heart of the poem, but the poem is not about that, exactly. There’s a 
vision of a one-winged bird flying in Purgatory, an autobiographical  
moment both mundane and perceptive (“I wake up decades later, 
having dreamt I was crying”), and a figure for sorrow in a “daugh-
ter / of the owner of the Laundromat.” Having leapt from Europe’s 
traumas and tourist delights to a dying mother, Kasischke returns to 
war and a ghoulishly arresting image, to the hospital cafeteria, then 
finishes with a mysterious and desolate rhetorical flourish:

and the soldiers marching across some flowery field in France
bear their own soft pottery in their arms — heart, lung, abdomen.

And the orderlies and the nurses and their clattering
carts roll on and on. In a tower. In a cloud. In a cafeteria line.

See, cold spy for time, who needs you now?

Kasischke’s ability to yank a poem through diverse utterances  
undercuts her conscious staginess. “View from glass door” begins in 
Plathian portentous domesticity: 

I have stood here before.
Just this morning
I reached into the dark of the dishwasher
and stabbed my hand with a kitchen knife. 

Kasischke is too witty to sustain melodrama for long. Blood turns 
cheerily humorous: 
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Bright splash of   blood on the kitchen
floor. Astonishing
red. (All
that brightness inside me?)

My son, the Boy Scout, ran
to get the First Aid kit —

“View from glass door” becomes incantatory as Kasischke moves to a 
vision of a family: 

Who fended for
and fed me. Who
lay beside me in the dark and
stroked my head. 

Kasischke’s mannerisms are moment-by-moment always interesting. 
But a literary diction, with its artifices and evasions, runs through the 
lineated poems. This diction doesn’t weaken individual poems with 
their excellences of  craft and meaning, but becomes habitual, making 
it di"cult to remember one from another. 

Kasischke’s many prose poems go far to relieve this. There’s more 
of   the physical world in them, more idiomatic language, less clip-
ping of   phrase, more emphatic tonal shifts, and a hospitably relaxed 
music. “Peace” begins amused and dead-serious: “The boy climbs 
the tree that will be his ruin, and the ruin of  his generation.” That’s 
a real boy and a real tree and, since this is a war poem, also symbolic 
of soldiers and war danger. A brief description of carnage in a palace 
feels like it could be part of the boy’s imaginary play. An inside-out 
image turns the whole poem: “And the box inside him in which his 
mother resides is velvet and black and without size.” Jewelry box 
and co"n, boy with mother in his gut instead of vice versa: surreal, 
hard-headed, and level-gazed, a spectacular invention which makes 
this sad, frightened, quietly violent poem into something mysterious, 
also complicated, also — that necessary thing again — real. Necessary 
too that “Peace” stays close to home in its last sentence: “At the  
library again today, as at the car dealership and the grocery store, no 
one says a word about the war.”
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That This, by Susan Howe. 
New Directions. $15.95.

Susan Howe, renowned for her genre-mixing project-books, won 
this year’s prestigious Bollingen Prize. The judges laud her career 
and cite That This, saying it “makes manifest the raw edges of elegy 
through the collision of verse and prose.” This is a moving book and 
a smart one. For those who want a way into understanding writing 
that gets labeled experimental, it could be important, organized as it 
is from most to least accessible technique. 

That This is a series of approaches to the death of  Howe’s husband, 
the philosopher Peter Hare. The book begins in prose, moves to 
appropriated-text collage interspersed with photograms by the artist 
James Welling, and concludes with lineated lyric. The first section, 

“The Disappearance Approach,” is twenty-five pages of clear, utili-
tarian, plain-spoken, specific prose. It recounts the days following 
Hare’s death but interrupts that narrative with quotes from autopsy 
reports, meditations on Ovid, Milton, and the seventeenth-century 
painter Nicolas Poussin, and more extended commentary on the 
life, family, and death of the eighteenth-century American Calvinist 
theologian  Jonathan Edwards, who has haunted Howe’s past work. 
In her prose, Howe has a burrowing research sensibility and a nearly- 
a!ectless writing style. Twenty-five years ago, her important book 
My Emily Dickinson tracked the shadow-presence of a variety of  
writers, including Edwards, in Dickinson’s poetry. In a sense Howe 
is doing that for her own writing here, a kind of self-scholarship, 
even as she relates her grief-stricken story:

The water was boiling, I poured it over the cereal, stirred 
it, then stopped. The house was so still. I called his name.…     
I went into his room. He was lying in bed with his eyes closed. 
I knew when I saw him with the cpap mask over his mouth and 
nose and heard the whooshing sound of air blowing air that he 
wasn’t asleep. No.

Starting from nothing with nothing when everything else has 
been said

—
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“O My Very Dear Child. What shall I say? A holy and good 
God has covered us with a dark cloud.” On April 3, 1758, Sarah 
Edwards wrote this in a letter to her daughter Esther Edwards 
Burr when she heard of  Jonathan’s sudden death in Princeton. 
For Sarah all works of God are a kind of  language or voice to 
instruct us in things pertaining to calling and confusion. I love 
to read her husband’s analogies, metaphors, and similes. 

Death and widowhood are never out of view in That This, but 
Howe has room for digressive anecdote — for example, that Edwards 
had ten tall sisters whom “their minister father jokingly referred to 
as his ‘sixty feet of daughters.’” This helps mitigate an occasional reli-
ance on familiar ironies, as when paperwhites the husband planted go 
on blooming after his death, or a book arrives in the mail addressed to 
him. There are familiar triumphs too: the aged artist working through 
di"culty. We love to hear about Monet’s blindness, Renoir’s paint-
brushes strapped to his wrists, or, in this book, Poussin, whose hands 

“were shaking so badly he was painting through the tremors; in spite 
of his a±iction the surface of the lake at the center of  Pyramus is 
smooth as glass.” But Howe’s cliches seem the more authentic and 
compelling for being sentimental. After all, this is about her husband’s 
death. It’s interesting that she confines emotion to the prose section 
of a book elsewhere careful not to be manipulative. Her lineated lyr-
ics avoid sentiment and concrete detail, and are severely abstract. 

That This’s middle section, the part that deals most directly with 
the language of grief, was first published as an art-book collaboration. 

“Frolic Architecture” is a sonically delicious title for work that’s nei-
ther frolicsome nor particularly architectural. Welling’s photograms 
are delicate, nonrepresentational but sometimes suggesting gray veils, 
melted wax, or water blown by wind. Howe’s accompanying texts are 
physically-manipulated transcriptions from the Edwards family ar-
chive. Allusive phrases jump out of  word clusters, some intact, some 
slit but still readable: “will fail you like a Broken tooth or a foot out of 
joint”    ...    “pursuing shadows & things”    ...    “Remember Lot’s Wife”    ...     

“wild unbounded place.” These operate cumulatively as expressions 
of states of mind, emotions, and idea — confession-by-proxy.

The seven lineated poems in the third, title section of  That 
This are virtually unpunctuated, all but one a pair of couplets cen-
tered on the page. They have a religious feel to them, though they  
reject the human expression of collective need one finds in hymns. 
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They also form the most problematic, possibly the most essential, 
part of the book. Typical nouns: Day, type, form, thing, mystery, 
space, mind. Trees, fields, moonlight, garden — but no real toads in  
imaginary gardens:

The way music is formed of
cloud and fire once actually 

concrete now accidental as
half truth or as whole truth

This is syntactically nifty, but I can’t help wanting to make sense of it. 
Is it true? Is it supposed to be? Why is concrete opposed to acciden-
tal? I can see that half and whole truths may be accidental — but so? Is 
music really formed of cloud and fire? Is that half or wholly true, and 
does it matter which? Which music? Howe’s objects dissolve into 
their names — the most general kind of naming.   

Something Howe says about Jonathan Edwards in My Emily 
Dickinson might be useful: “Edwards’s apocalyptic sermons voice 
human terror of obliteration    …    He exhorts us to turn from the world, 
to live ascetically, while actively striving to obtain the emotional 
peace that is grace.” Coming after Howe’s prose and collage sections, 
the lineated poems make emotional and conceptual sense. At first  
I longed for a little of Edwards’s crazed eloquence. Then I found in 
Howe’s ethereal blankness a kind of ascetic practice in the face of ter-
ror, linguistic vacuum as a means to emotional peace. I remembered 
the lake in the Poussin painting, “smooth as glass,” and imagined 
Howe herself shaking with sorrow. Are these lyrics Howe’s version 
of Poussin’s lake? I often mistrust writing that says writing can’t ad-
equately express thought or emotion. On its surface, Howe’s “That 
This” resembles that kind of writing (abstract, elliptical, seeming to 
court meaninglessness). But Howe’s poems are never idle wordplay. 
She has a subject, and a purpose: to go on living and working. Howe’s 
abstract words, in the opaquest possible arrangement, obtain a near-
silence “smooth as glass,” like Poussin’s lake: you know how much 
there is under the surface you can only guess at. 

Howe ends That This with a single fragment of a recollection 
of Poussin by a French writer who encountered him in Rome and  
remembers Poussin saying of  his work “Je n’ai rien negligé.” I’ve ne-
glected nothing. The words, in French, are the last of the book. Howe 
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has sliced a faint  x across the words, half-delicately, half-violently, as 
if with an X-Acto knife. As if regretting — but not obscuring — them. 
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joshua mehigan

I Thought You Were a Poet: A Notebook

Samuel  Johnson, in his life of Dryden, reports that throughout the 
spring of 1686 the fifty-six-year-old laureate could often be seen 
strolling Leicester Field at daybreak, barefoot, in his nightclothes, 
skimming dew from leaves into a glass beaker. Dryden apparently 
ignored anyone who addressed him during these excursions. The 
beaker full, he would disappear into 44 Gerrard Street to work, in 
the same nightclothes, on The Hind and the Panther. No one is sure 
what Dryden did with the dew. Johnson admits uneasily that he is 
supposed to have drunk it, though Green and Giordani argue that 
he used it to boil gallnuts for ink. According to neighbors, Dryden 
sometimes leaned from his study window during work and in an in-
audible whisper asked passing children or carriages to be quiet while 
elaborately pretending to shoot them down with bow and arrow. 
At 1:00 pm sharp, Dryden would scratch out his last five couplets, 
rise from his writing desk, pray, dress, and walk to his day job as 
Historiographer Royal, where he behaved normally. At day’s end he 
went home, dined with his wife, took laudanum, and slept with an 
upholstered wood block for a pillow.

In my experience, if a contemporary reader of poetry has never 
before heard this account of Dryden, it can add considerable interest. 
I know this was true for me, and I made the whole thing up. I like 
Dryden well enough (what I’ve read) and I don’t mean to suggest he’s 
not great, only that today, as Ian Ousby says in The Cambridge Guide 
to Literature in English, he is often “admired but not quite enjoyed.” 
This phrase surely describes the reputation of most Augustan poets, 
and I wonder if  it could have anything to do with their sense of  bal-
ance and self-control, with their methodical technique and taste for 
grace and wit — in short, with their relative sanity. Part of the fun 
of a poet is rehearsing the legend, even if it’s false. In Dryden’s case, 
whatever gossip exists — his cruel taunting of Thomas Shadwell or 
his Catholic conversion — may seem tame if you’ve heard the one 
about the Blakes playing Adam and Eve in the garden. But poetic  
eccentricity is a game of continual escalation. Like the gossip it cre-
ates, it’s both sensational and boring. 
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Onward from Enheduanna, poets seem almost required to mani-
fest some degree of psychic disturbance, whether as a true a±iction,  
a poetic persona, or a pose. “Despondency and madness” were the 
expectation before Wordsworth, and reached pandemic proportions 
in the twentieth century. Readers are disappointed by poets who 
aren’t at least a little mad, which is to say visionary, melancholic, 
tormented, debauched, or somehow awry. The prodromal period 
in English-language poetry seems to have been the eighteenth cen-
tury, otherwise known for its high appraisal of order and reason. But 
some minds we might imagine as tidy — Johnson’s, for instance — are 
thought to have been privately a little o!. Things really got rolling 
with William Collins, Christopher Smart, and William Cowper, and 
then it was one small step to Thomas Chatterton, whose decision to 
drink arsenic at seventeen helped make suicide cool. (Henry Wallis’s 
Tiger Beat portrait shows the garret window ajar so that Chatterton’s 
soul can escape.) Smart was the eldest of this wave to put florid  
psychosis into his writing, but Blake made poetic capital from it,  
positioning himself not as a lunatic but a seer. On the continent, 
Hölderlin was smitten by both Apollo and madness. Now the gate 
stood open, and out flew Byron, Keats, and Shelley, and John Clare, 
and Thomas Lovell Beddoes, who followed Chatterton, along with 
all Miss Flite’s other birds, including Wigs, Rags, Sheepskin, Plunder, 
Precedent, Jargon, Gammon, and Spinach. 

In Paris, as everyone knows, Gérard de Nerval walked his lobster 
Thibault on a ribbon through the Palais-Royal gardens. American lu-
nacy found its apotheosis in Poe. And where Blake’s madness had 
mirrored Ezekiel’s, Baudelaire, Lautréamont, and Rimbaud sought 
transport in dissipation. By Modernism, the greatest poets are like 
the villains on the old Batman tv show, each known for his or her 
own inimitable brand of eccentricity, whether it’s Marianne Moore’s 
tricorn, Cummings’s typography, or Pound’s broadcasting career. 
This is also the period when sane poets begin composing poetry 
reminiscent of schizophrenia, like these lines from Gertrude Stein: 

Do I see cake Do I do the reverse of acting
Yes Do I feel sensually deceived
thoughts in mental suggestion in increase of
senses in suggestion
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senses deceptive
in in deception deception deception
deception

vanilla lemon as lemon vanilla as the beginning
of  in in suggestion suggestion suggestion
suggestion of  the suggestions as the
beginning of  in suggestion

Real despondency and madness also continued, with a host of poets 
whose lives have earned wider repute than their poems. Meanwhile, 
many poets said to define our period, from Eliot to Ginsberg, and 
from Ashbery to Jorie Graham, have forged styles that echo the dis-
locations of madness: fragmented language, surreal imagery, oblique 
thought, shifting points of view, violent emotion. Surrealism, Dada, 
Imagism, the Beats, the Black Mountain poets, Language Poetry, and 
Flarf all adopt one or more of these characteristics as constitutive. 
But the power of this general stylistic tendency can also be felt in 
the work of popular poets like Mary Oliver, of   traditionalists like 
Anthony Hecht and Donald  Justice, and perhaps also of  most mfa 
students. 

On the subject of  poetry and mental illness, I can’t pretend to im-
partiality. First, I and many of my closest friends and acquaintances 
are poets. Second, I’ve been extensively treated for what insurance 
companies resourcefully call “behavioral health” problems. While 
I have often behaved in behaviorally unhealthy ways, I should add 
for clarity’s sake that I am also diagnosed with disorders thought to 
be caused not by behavior at all but by inborn neurochemical imbal-
ances. Many of my closest friends exhibit “behavioral health” issues 
as well, sometimes diagnosed and sometimes not, but plain to every-
one. As someone preoccupied with both madness and poetry, I’ve 
often wondered what’s lost in the gap at the center of  the collocation  

“mad poet.” 

The above-quoted passage isn’t really the writing of  Gertrude Stein 
but, according to Dr. Silvano Arieti, author of Interpretation of 
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Schizophrenia, that of “a very regressed schizophrenic.” This is the 
last time I’ll lie for e!ect (here).

People still think of poets as an odd bunch, as you’ll know if you’ve 
been introduced as one at a wedding. Some poets spotlight this con-
ception by saying otherworldly things, playing up a±ictions and 
dramas, and otherwise hinting that they might be visionaries. In the 
past few centuries, of course, the standard picture of psychopathol-
ogy has changed a great deal. But as it’s often invoked, the idea of 
the mad poet preserves, in fossil form, a stubbornly outdated and 
incomplete image of madness. Modern psychiatry and neuroscience 
have supplanted this image almost everywhere else. It’s true that 
these sciences are still young and still vexed by Freud’s ghost. But, 
in spite of  horrors like insulin shock therapy, lobotomy, and over-
medication, they’ve given us the crucial knowledge that insanity is 
not caused by supernatural forces, lovesickness, or wrath. They’ve 
dispelled unhelpful belief in conditions like spirit possession, tipped 
uterus, astral misalignment, and humorous imbalance. True, older 
medicine created those beliefs. But science, unlike magic, has the ad-
vantage of changing course, and slowly there emerge life-changing 
legislation and therapies. In 1961, Michel Foucault worried about the 
consequences of this new paradigm, but fifty years later the Stultifera 
Navis sails upstream to the heart of Poetryland. In his conclusion 
to Madness and Civilization, discussing Artaud, Nietzsche, and Van 
Gogh, Foucault writes: “madness is precisely the absence of the work 
of art.”

I had a philosophy professor, once, who visited the ussr in the late 
fifties for a debate. He met people in the countryside who fretfully 
asked whether he thought Sputnik would discover Heaven. 

Fashion, which hyperbolizes everything until it’s both excessive and 
compulsory, must have something to do with the literary dimension 
of poetic madness. Still, nothing could be more obvious than the 
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fact that some deep connection exists between “madness” and the 
compressed thought and emotion typical of memorable art. When  
I haphazardly list twenty-five poets I’ve known — most, as it happens, 
with books, and some with big awards — the group includes two sui-
cides, two attempted suicides, twelve on meds, three who’ve been 
committed, and two treated with electroconvulsive therapy. There 
are fifteen addicts, mainly recovering (eleven alcoholics, assorted 
coke and heroin addicts, and an opium addict). Only three have 
no mood issues or addictions. But these aren’t simply occupational  
hazards. Extremity, natural and artificial, often helps poets wrest 
something sublime from the “dividing and indi!erent blue.” For 
many poets, it is crucial, whether as a pitiful love obsession or a belief  
that one is actually Lord Byron. 

Could I be conflating “visionary” and “mad”? Maybe. But I’ve 
never had a vision. I’ve never known anyone who has had a vision 
without drugs or severe illness. I therefore assume that most vision-
aries are either psychotic or shamming, or that they are imitating 
other visionaries who are psychotic, shamming, or imitating. If  this  
assumption holds, it may be that much recent visionary poetry is 
written by imitators imitating imitators imitating imitators imitating 
imitators worshipfully imitating a few originals. Madness is our rosy 
cheeks and starry eyes.

An old artist friend, given to psychotic adventures involving Nazis 
and the kkk, sometimes said he missed being delusional. But I don’t 
think he made much art during episodes, and when I last saw him, in 
1998, he was living in Central Park. I’ve known several people who 
su!ered psychosis, and he alone felt nostalgic about it. The others 
fight it or float forever in an alternate universe. Another psychotic 
friend, dead now, sometimes said things that were arrestingly poet-
ic. She told me that when she left the hospital she wanted to spend 
some time with me. “You know,” she said casually, “like a billion 
years.” But her mind was chaos, and soon we couldn’t communicate. 
I’ve only been approximately psychotic. Once, years ago, alone at 
my parents’ house during an acid trip, I tried writing. Before long,  
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I lost interest. A week later I found the scrap of nonsense under my 
bed and felt embarrassed. If deliriants mimic psychosis better than 
lsd, I don’t see how anyone could write while psychotic. In life, it 
is important to know that a gra"to is not a cryptogram from the  
Justice League of America (my artist friend) and that the helicop-
ters overhead don’t pertain to you (pcp, 1988). But there is also a 
more forward-thinking argument to be made about the importance 
of perceptual limits in art. Illimitable imagination is sensational and 
boring, too. 

When Lear is mad, he speaks prose.

While florid psychosis might be people’s first association with  
madness, only a small number of  poets actually spend much time psy-
chotic. Some, like Clare, Hölderlin, and Nerval, had extended bouts 
of  insanity. But most poets we might think of as disturbed — like 
Poe, Rimbaud, Crane, or Plath — probably su!er mainly from mood 
disorders or addiction. Some are bipolar and therefore at risk of  
psychosis during mania. But most never experienced the kinds of 
disruption Clare did, whether we call them psychotic or visionary. 
If the typical poet’s profile combines mood disorder and addiction, 
then I am roughly typical. If my story is worth telling, it’s because 
my experience hasn’t been especially poetic. My problems are ines-
capably there, even with medication. They inform all my actions. In 
nebulous ways they foment poems that may or may not matter. In 
vivid ways they sometimes make even a very good life bad. 

Public confessionalism isn’t my area. Many of my poems are third-
person, and most of the first-person ones are monologues. Face to 
face, if I trust you, I’m rambling and far too open. Impulse control 
is a problem. I’ve deliberately avoided this mode in my writing. 
At least there I have the power of revision. In this case, however,  
I have no desire to be cryptic: According to my psychiatrist, whom 
I queried for this essay, I have “an atypical bipolar a!ective disorder, 
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mixed type, primarily depressive.” He adds, as if  I didn’t know, that 
I have add. In my experience, shrinks seldom o!er diagnoses with-
out prompting. I visit a non-md therapist, too, and despite our long 
acquaintance he avoids labels even when asked. Maybe this is back-
lash from the scientistic euphoria that through the sixties kept my 
maternal grandfather stoned on phenobarbital and Miltown. But it’s 
still possible to get an empirical-minded appraisal, and in 2007 I saw 
a neuropsychologist for a few weeks’ testing. Her impression was 
much the same as my psychiatrist’s but includes “Anxiety Disorder 
Not Otherwise Specified” and “Nonverbal Learning Disorder.” 
Finally, like hundreds of other writers, I was drunk most days from 
1991 to 1999, and this is noted as “Alcohol Dependence, Sustained 
Full Remission.” On the bright side, as my neuropsychologist points 
out, the number of diagnoses isn’t proportional to severity. I’m en-
couraged to view myself in “phenomenological” terms and leave the 
discrete diagnoses for professionals. Thus everything comes down 
to the tautology of Popeye and John Clare, and all the ominous co-
morbidity amounts to a one-o! syndrome that might be called, to 
loved ones’ grim amusement,  Joshua Mehigan Disorder. Symptoms 
include bad feelings, distractability, and compulsion. For a more  
human angle, I asked my Mom the first time she knew I had psycho-
logical problems. “Well,” she said, “it might’ve been the time when 
you were six with the hedgeclippers.” 

If we scale down past the embarrassing but common ugliness of 
unoriginality and narcissism, before we reach Leopardi and  Je!ers 
gurgling  just below the water’s surface and Sara Teasdale and Attila 
József  turned into trees, we enter the ring of  poetry hell where whole 
armies of shades spend eternity groveling blindly in the mud. Like 
countless drunks, I longed to be a drunk. But I’m pleased that when 
I got my wish I knew I was a ridiculous cliche. Alcoholism is the 
zenith of sensational and boring. I never idolized Charles Bukowski 
or Dylan Thomas and even then resisted chronicling my exploits in 
verse. Liquid derangement and oblivion were the reward for hours of 
writing. And waking up poisoned and guilty to sit down at my desk 
with the mind of a goldfish and try to imagine things was, for me, 
like church. But I never wrote drunk, and I don’t see how anyone 
can. Alcohol gave me emotional experience, but so did playing on 
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the skins team in gym class. One steady benefit was social, though 
I said and did thousands of things I’m glad to have “forgotten,” and 
once passed out as an august poet told me about operetta (“Young 
man, are you rolling your eyes at me!?”). But at least the first sev-
eral drinks made me sociable — something I haven’t yet learned to 
be while sober. 

Quitting alcohol boldly foregrounded my prime reason for seek-
ing oblivion: reality. Everyone occasionally feels dissatisfied with 
reality, but some people are born with a vicious jones to break free 
from it. A related force may have compelled Ariosto’s storytelling 
and Stevens’s imaginative mania. In another vein, it might’ve led 
to poems like George Crabbe’s The Village or Gwendolyn Brooks’s 
A Street in Bronzeville. For most, the compulsion isn’t a desire to  
enchant a patron or evoke a troubled society. It begins with garden-
variety stu!, sharpened to a point in my case and in many others’ 
by a mood disorder. Mine spurs me and furnishes a worldview. But 
because it also sometimes makes me awkward and disagreeable, I’ve 
grown to consider poetry as, in part, a set of tactics for o!ering my 
Best Self to the world. This doesn’t mean I write poems to make 
friends or be straightforwardly charming. But because forethought 
and discretion rarely appear in my personal life, I like to cultivate 
them in my poems. 

However brain problems shape me, I must add that I never think 
of them as a blessing. It’s dna, and I could’ve been a carpenter or 
scientist instead of a poet. The above-mentioned grandfather, treated  
for manic depression, was not a bard with pet chimpanzees and rays 
coming from his eyes but an unassuming chemist who wore gray  
flannel and started a polyethylene bag business. Like Artaud, Roethke, 
Plath, and thousands of non-poets, he underwent shock treatment, 
and like many others whose names we know, he killed himself. My 
mother, nineteen, went to wake him and found him reading The 
Maltese Falcon, dead from a Darvon overdose. No one told me how he 
died until I was twenty-five. But suicide has reach. Imagine a movie  
where the first five minutes are a heart-stopping action sequence 
and the next two hours are long takes of extras sweeping glass and  
mopping blood.
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Everyone is stupid and horrible. Every human communication is an 
invidious lie. This includes newspaper headlines and strangers’ smiles. 
Poets and poetry are worst of all. Halfhearted death fantasies flash 
through my head all morning. It’s the will of an evil universe that  
I drop a nickel. Waiting at a drive-through for a milk shake — fleeting 
joy — I turn on npr looking for news. Instead, nice people discuss 
cooking. They refer always to “soups,” apparently shunning the mass 
noun “soup.” “Soup” must not sound important enough. A caller 
says the best way to clean kale is with a dish brush. He elaborates for 
two minutes. Furious superiority fills my chest. Two women courte-
ously advise against wasting any part of a vegetable. Leonard Lopate, 
whose show I like well enough when I have not missed several doses 
of  lithium, asks with deep interest, “Do we call chard a winter veg-
etable?” — an iambic pentameter I notice, laughing aloud. And then, 
although alone, I scream obscenities at the radio and pound the  
steering wheel. People stare through the drive-through window.  
I continue screaming at the healthy, engaged people on the radio, then 
giggle, then feel a burning in my nose as if  I might sob. Lopate’s voice 
continues like a spoonful of  warm honey. I fantasize about shu±ing 
the foodies’ priorities by leaving them in Alemão with only some 
kale and a dish brush. Later, arriving home with my jumbo milkshake, 
before I take a single sip I spill it on my bedroom carpet, then stomp 
up and down in it, screaming “fuck” over and over again, until even 
I can see there’s something wrong. 

One problem with publicly declaring that I have a mood disorder, 
addiction, and so on, is that some poets and other natural iconoclasts 
will consider it a type of bragging, as if I were a guitarist claiming to 
have special fingers. This alone may shed light on the attitude of po-
ets toward mental illness. Many poets are also aspirant lunatics. Real 
issues notwithstanding, I’ve been one myself. I nursed my aspirations 
by courting mayhem and adopting a style of dime-store surrealism. 
I’ve known other aspirants who dressed like hobbits or like Richard 
Hell circa 1980, who told jaw-droppingly obvious picaresque lies, or 
who learned to ape the superficial e!ects of one or another far-out 
but established school of poetry. Some behave at readings like priests 
conducting the Mass of  St. Sécaire. Others stare like Christopher 
Walken over the audience’s heads. Who are we really? I think of 
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Rimbaud, who after behaving irrationally for years abandoned  
poetry to become a “businessman.” One early example of  Rimbaud’s 
attempts at sensory dérèglement is the synesthetic sonnet “Voyelles.” 
I’ve read that Rimbaud wasn’t really a synesthete. I am. All my letters, 
numbers, months, and days have permanent colors, fixed throughout 
my life. My vowels are a red, e green, i white, o white, u white. The 
last three aren’t very poetic, I know. My synesthesia is the perfect 
emblem for how I feel about other wholly subjective derangements. 
It’s kind of neato, but after two minutes why should anyone care?

On the other hand, the unvisionary attentional and learning issues 
described above have shaped me considerably as a poet. Along with 
my refusal to speak, learning issues were what caused my kindergar-
ten teacher, a demogorgon with a beehive and inch-long red nails, to 
tell my mother I was “retarded.” They diminished my parents’ am-
bitions for me until by high school everyone was happy if I simply 
went. On my senior math exam, I scored 8%, which the teacher said 
was for the skull drawings. There was only one solution: something 
artsy. I tried music, visual art, and writing. Poetry seemed to have the 
fewest special requirements. I remember at twenty knowing nothing 
about add but reflecting happily that a lyric poem is just the length 
of a tv ad. While I may now spend hours on a line, back then I spent 
only slightly longer writing a poem than others did reading it. And 
because poetry is one of  the zaniest arts, if  I hadn’t consummated my 
artistic purpose by the time I became bored — whatever. Later, when 
I got serious about learning my craft, it was much easier to reverse-
engineer a sonnet than Bleak House. The music of verse also cuts 
through the interference of add, and “visual-spatial-motor” deficits 
make memorization the most e!ective way for me to grasp a poem. 
This helps me internalize technique. But probably the worst part of 
having these problems is that I’m the least prolific poet I know.

In Recollections of the Table-Talk of Samuel Rogers, Rogers recounts 
Byron’s mysterious behavior at a dinner party. The poet, whom 
Rogers invited sight unseen, refused every course before requesting 

“hard biscuits and soda-water.” But Rogers didn’t keep these on hand. 
Finally, Byron agreed to eat potatoes with vinegar. Days later, Rogers 
ran into a mutual friend and asked how long Byron meant to follow 
his unusual diet. “Just as long as you continue to notice it,” replied 
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the friend. After Rogers’s party, Byron had apparently eaten a large 
dinner at a restaurant.

I’m proud, I hope not inordinately proud, to say that I rate below aver-
age on the Narcissistic Personality Inventory. Then again, Narcissistic 
Personality Disorder, which can include deficits in empathy and  
introspection, isn’t usually what people mean when they say “narcis-
sist.” Most probably mean “self-centered asshole,” and, if  I’m honest, 
I must sadly own up to matching that description for straight years at 
a time. Again, the private consequences partly account for my wish 
to avoid the mistake in poems. A close friend, also a poet, once asked 
me why I write poetry, and I replied that, among other things, it gives 
me a chance to make my narcissism palatable to others. She laughed. 
Her husband laughed. It was no joke. It seems to me that narcissism is 
ineluctably at the heart of poetry, maybe of every human enterprise. 
One-third of people will think I’m an idiot for bothering to state this. 
Two-thirds will think I’m repugnant for suggesting that poetry isn’t 
soul magic. But, however magical your soul, doesn’t its unveiling  
imply a touch of egotism? In lyric poetry, especially, some degree of 
narcissism seems unavoidable. Even Dickinson and Hopkins sought 
readers at some point. Now let us observe a moment’s silence for 
the Unknown Poets, who have defeated narcissism and won oblivion. 
Then, since there’s nothing to build on there, let us quickly turn in 
gratitude to their egotistical fellow poets, who reached through self-
regard to give the bitter world a little beauty and insight. 

For the record, I’m not inherently opposed to mad poetry or to the 
many poetic styles that co-opt various traits of madness as poetic 
convention. In truth, madness fascinates me, and many of the poets  
I love make good strategic use of di"culty, ellipsis, and fragmentation. 
King Lear is my favorite piece of  writing. Among the poets I hold most 
dear are Cowper and Clare, both actually psychotic. Among the lyr-
ics I repeat under my breath on the subway are surrealistic poems by 
Stevens and Bishop, knotty poems by Brooks and Edgar Bowers, and 
poems of psychic extremity by Dickinson and Berryman. Di"culty 
and mystery help capture my refractory imagination by putting it in 
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an active role. On the other hand, I like a poem to produce the feeling 
of some external acuity, not simply of my own imagination gliding 
over a deliberately slippery surface. My natural tendency has always 
been to externalize the muddle and tumult of my psychopathology 
and view them as the unjust rules of a cruel universe. This creates 
a strong sense of  being subjugated, which in the end has given me 
an essentially anarchist turn of mind. I always need to know why. 
Impenetrable logic and obscure rules trouble me, and I resist grant-
ing unchecked madness, real or metaphorical, the authority a reader 
must cede to a poet. I also naturally distrust the status quo. 

I dreamt once of going to meet T.S. Eliot. A friend of mine appeared 
and said, mischievously, “I have a surprise for you.” Smiling, he led 
me to a stadium complex, then through an adjacent citadel of cramped 
retail stores, and finally into a huge glass and cement atrium with a 
black and white checked floor. We walked silently to a door in the 
curved wall and down some stairs into a sublevel below the stadium. 
After walking for a long time in, of course, a dark corridor, we arrived  
at another door and entered. Behind it was a sunlit yellow room 
with basement windows below the ceiling and dark wood moldings. 
Through an arch there was another, darker room like a monastery 
cell. An attendant dressed in a nineteenth-century habit greeted us 
and motioned toward the far room. On a solid wooden examination 
table lay Eliot, alive. His slight frame was covered by a blanket up to 
the chin, and his small head occupied the center of a large down pil-
low. I was as shocked in the dream as if   it had been real life. Eliot’s 
eyes were open, and he moved a little, tremulously, though he did 
not seem aware that anyone was there. 

“But he must be 110!” I said. 
“Yes! He is!” my friend said. 
I stepped closer. Eliot peered up at us and began muttering.  

I turned my ear to his mouth and strained so that I might save some-
thing of the experience to tell it later. But it was no use. Other than 
the sound of his bassy, crackling whisper, I couldn’t make anything 
out. I looked up at the attendant and asked, “What is he saying?! Can 
you understand him?” 

“That is The Waste Land,” said the attendant. “Don’t you recognize 
it? I thought you were a poet.”
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plutarch

Laconic Women

argileonis

Argileonis, at the death of her son Brasidas, asked some passing 
Amphipolitans if  her son had met a good end, worthy of Sparta. 
When they lionized him, declaring that he outshone all the other 
Spartans in feats of courage, she replied, “Strangers, my son was 
brave and true, but Sparta has many a better.”

gorgo

Gorgo, the daughter of King Cleomenes — when Aristagoras the 
Milesian was goading him to go to war against Darius on behalf of the 
Ionians, promising piles of money and raising the bribe to overcome 
his scruples — said, “If   you don’t throw him out of  the house at once, 
this puny foreigner will be the ruin of you.”

When told by her father to pay a man a measure of grain, she asked 
what for. “Because he taught me to make our wine drinkable.” To 
which she retorted, “You mean more wine will be drunk, and the 
winebibbers turn oenophiles.”

When she saw servants tying Aristagoras’s shoes, she said, “Look Pa! 
The stranger has no hands.”

When a foreign man dressed in soft robes made a move on her, she 
sco!ed: “You call that a pass? You couldn’t even pass for a woman.”
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Asked by a woman from Attica, “Why is it you Spartan women are 
the only ones who govern men?” she replied, “We’re the only ones 
who give birth to them.”

When her husband Leonidas set out for Thermopylae, she exhorted 
him to show himself  worthy of  Sparta. When she asked him what she 
should do in turn, he said, “Marry a brave man and bear strapping 
children.”

gyrtias

When her daughter’s son was brought back from the boys’ training 
skirmishes battered to within an inch of  his life, and friends and fam-
ily alike started keening, she said, “Stop your blubbering: he’s shown 
what kind of blood’s in his veins,” — adding that brave men didn’t 
need a hubbub but a doctor.

When a messenger came from Crete to announce the death of Acro-
tatus, she said, “When you advance against the enemy, isn’t it kill 
or be killed? It is sweeter for me to hear that he died worthy of me, 
his city, and his forebears than if  he had lived forever as a coward.” 

demetria

Hearing her son was a coward and unworthy of her, she killed him. 
This is her epigram:

Demetrius the transgressor was slain by his mother.
He was a Spartan, and she was another.
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anonymous spartan women

A Spartan woman, whose son deserted, seeing he was unworthy of 
his country, declared, “No o!spring of mine!” and dispatched him. 
This is her epigram:

Bad seed — o!  to the darkness where Broad River
Begrudges its flow to timid deer that shiver.
Worthless whelp, short straw, slink o! to Hades!
No son of   Sparta — nor of one of   her ladies.

Another, hearing her son had fallen in the line of duty, said:

Mourning is for cowards. I shed no tear for you,
My child. I am a Spartan; you are too.

Another, hearing her son was safe and sound having deserted the 
fighting, wrote to him: “A bad rumor besmirches you. Expunge it, 
or yourself.”

Another, when her sons had slipped away from battle and returned 
to her, said, “Where do you think you’re fleeing to, you sorry run-
aways? Trying to slink back here where you came from?” and yanked 
up her robe and showed them.

Another, seeing her son approaching from battle, asked, “How fares 
Sparta?” He replied, “All are dead!” Picking up a roof  tile, she brained 
him, saying, “And I suppose they sent you to give us the bad news?”
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When a man detailed his brother’s brave death to his mother, she 
replied, “Isn’t it a shame you failed to join him on such a glorious 
journey?”

A woman who had sent her five sons to war waited anxiously outside 
the city and asked a man approaching which way the battle was going. 
When he replied that her sons had all perished, she retorted, “You 
sorry slave, that’s not what I asked.” When he said Sparta was win-
ning, she said, “In that case, I gladly accept the death of my sons.” 

Another, sending her lame son to the front line, said, “Think valor 
with every step.”

Another, when her son limped back from battle wounded in the foot 
and in a world of pain, said, “Remember courage and you’ll forget 
to hurt.”

A Spartan so badly wounded he had to struggle on all fours was em-
barrassed to look so ridiculous. His mother told him, “Isn’t it better 
to exult in your courage than blush at the laughter of fools?”

Another Spartan woman handed her son a shield and encouraged him 
with: “As a shield or a stretcher.” 

Another gave her son a shield as he set out for war, saying, “Your 
father always saved this for you. Keep it safe, not yourself.”
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Another, when her son complained his sword was too short, said, 
“Step forward: add a foot to it.”

A go-between asked a Spartan matron if she was open to an a!air. 
She replied, “As a girl I learned to obey my father; as a woman, my 
husband. If this man’s proposal is on the up-and-up, let him ask my 
husband first.”

A penniless Spartan maiden, when asked what dowry she would 
bring her bridegroom, replied, “My native    ...    wit.”

When a Spartan girl was asked if she had been free with a man, she 
said, “No, but he was with me.”

An unmarried girl, who secretly fell pregnant, performed her own 
abortion and was so disciplined she didn’t make a peep, so neither 
her father nor her neighbors had any idea: by beautifully confronting 
her ugly deed, she mastered her agony.

A captive Spartan woman up for auction, when asked what tasks she 
could be entrusted with, said, “to be trustworthy.”

Another, asked the same question, said, “to be mistress of a house.”

A third, asked by someone if she would be a good girl if  he bought 
her, retorted, “Yes, and if  you don’t.”
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A fourth, asked what she knew how to do, replied, “Be free.” And 
when her buyer made her perform tasks unbefitting a free woman, 
she said, “I’ll give you buyer’s remorse!” and killed herself.

Translated from the Ancient Greek by A.E. Stallings
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Translator’s Note

Despite the neo-con vision of early liberty-loving patriots in the film 
300, Ancient Sparta was a totalitarian state which depended upon an 
enslaved population of Helots. Still, it is hard not to find its unique 
setup fascinating, and fellow Greeks (such as Plutarch) were no ex-
ception. Most intriguing, perhaps, was the place of free women. In 
the rest of Greece, women received no education, needed a dowry to 
marry, were wed at puberty, stayed in the house, and busied them-
selves with weaving. Spartan women were citizens and could own 
property. They wore scandalously short skirts and walked about freely.  
(No one dared assault them.) The spinning and weaving was left to 
drudges. They could not marry before eighteen and dowries were 
illegal. Spartan girls participated in athletic contests, and received a 
formal education which included music, poetry, and track and field. 
Spartan women were forbidden the adornments of  makeup or  jewelry,  
but apparently didn’t need any: they were famous for their beauty. 
(Homer calls Sparta the Land of  Beautiful Women — Helen being 
the most famous specimen.) Exercise and education were thought 
to make better mothers — and the one job of a Spartan woman was 
to breed future soldiers for Sparta. Sparta even condoned polyandry 
if  the husband was infertile. A Spartan man only got his name on a 
headstone if  he died in battle; a Spartan woman if  she died in child-
birth. No doubt many of these collected apothegms (literally, “plain 
speakings”) are apocryphal or popular anecdotes, but some are from 
historical figures. Herodotus relates the story of Gorgo advising her 
father, putting her age at the time at a precocious eight or nine years 
old. Spartans spoke a Doric dialect (a descendant of  which is still 
spoken in the region), and English translators have sometimes ren-
dered the Spartan into Scots to indicate the di!erences, linguistic and 
cultural, from the home counties of Athens. This seems to introduce 
more issues than it resolves. I have not tried to color the quotations, 
but hope to convey some vernacular  verve. I hope I am punchy rather 
than literal where I could not have both. Some apology is needed for 
translating the famous “with it or on it” as “as a shield or a stretcher,” 
but the former always seems to need a footnote. — aes
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

As one who believes that Madison Avenue may be the source of 
some of the most successful modern poetry (“Plop plop, fizz fizz / O 
what a relief it is!”: is a more brilliant combination of  sound, rhythm, 
and meaning to be discovered?), I very much enjoyed Clive James’s 

“Product Placement in Modern Poetry” [May 2011]. I realize that 
consideration of music and lyrics opens entirely new cans of worms, 
yet as James discussed L.E. Sissman I couldn’t help but think that 
Cole Porter o!ers a perfect counter-example. Not only does “You’re 
the Top” (for example) reflect a love of words and products, but it 
achieves a perfect blend of  word, phrase, and rhythm — at least to my 
ear. Porter, too, is interested in “social notation through the listing 
of products” and, regarding James’s point about limits, I don’t think 
anyone can successfully parody Porter.

My thanks to Clive James for the most fun I have had with Poetry 
for some time.

gail blauvelt
baltimore, maryland

Dear Editor,

Although some of Carolyn Forché’s observations were compelling 
[“Reading the Living Archives: The Witness of  Literary Art,” May 
2011], in the end her idea of “witness” struck me as yet another call 
for poetry to do something, and that poetry of witness requires ap-
propriate credentials, namely some overwhelming historical-political  
tragic backstory. Under editorial questioning, Forché conceded that 
Elizabeth Bishop’s confrontations with a moose on the road, or a 
fish at the end of her line, could constitute opportunities to witness 

“radical otherness,” but I doubt Forché’s sincerity, since this would 
appear to undermine the rest of  her essay. If  a moose and a fish are 
ok, then isn’t anything an occasion for witness? If so, how is witness-
ing di!erent from the act of writing any poem? If this is the case, I’d 
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say Emily Dickinson did more “witnessing” out her own back door 
than any other poet did throughout the entire bloody, slave-driving, 
colony-exploiting nineteenth century.

I also dispute Forché’s implication that the twentieth and twenty- 
first centuries are unique in regards to villainy and horror (and their 
corresponding special need for “witness”). To be sure, technology  
has made genocide much more ruthlessly e"cient. But Pharaoh, 
Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, and the Spanish conquistadors all 
did pretty thorough jobs of exterminating or enslaving entire popula-
tions. The terror expressed by Irish monks at the thought of another 
Viking raid would be hard to surpass a thousand years later. Horrible 
as it was, there was nothing new about what happened in El Salvador 
in the eighties. Or what’s happening now in many places. 

When Forché generously allows that “witness is not demanded of 
every poet,” I was grateful if only because I feared the alternative. 
But really, the only thing demanded of any poet is for her to write 
poems. Soon after reading Forché’s piece, I ran across a speech given 
by Allen Tate in 1950 called “To Whom Is the Poet Responsible?”: 

I confess that the political responsibility of poets bores me;  
I am discussing it because it irritates me more than it bores 
me. It irritates me because the poet has a great responsibility 
of his own: it is the responsibility to be a poet, to write poems,  
and not to gad about using the rumor of  his verse, as I am now 
doing, as the excuse to appear on platforms and to view with 
alarm. I have a deep, unbecoming suspicion of such talking  
poets: whatever other desirable things they may believe in, they 
do not believe in poetry. They believe that poets should write 
tracts, or perhaps autobiographies; encourage the public, fur-
ther this cause or that, good or bad, depending upon whose  
political ox is being gored.

michael hudson
fort wayne, indiana

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address, and phone number via e-mail 
to editors@poetrymagazine.org. Letters may be edited for length and clarity. We 
regret that we cannot reply to every letter.
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CONTRIBUTORS

w.s. di piero’s new essay collection is When Can I See You Again? 
(Pressed Wafer, 2010). His next book of  poems is Nitro Nights (Cop-
per Canyon Press, 2011).  

thomas sayers ellis is author of  The Maverick Room (2005) and 
Skin, Inc. (2010), both published by Graywolf  Press. He is on the 
faculty of  Cave Canem, the Lesley University low-residency mfa 
Program, and the Sarah Lawrence College writing department.

david ferry is the receipient of the 2011 Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize. 
His new book of poems, Bewilderment, will be published in 2012 by 
the University of  Chicago Press. The poems in this issue can be found 
in Of No Country I Know: New and Selected Poems (1999), and are  
reprinted with permission from The University of  Chicago Press.

calvin forbes teaches at the School of the Art Institute of  Chicago. 
His most recent book is The Shine Poems (Louisiana State University 
Press, 2001). 

daisy fried’s most recent book,  My Brother is Getting Arrested 
Again (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2006), was a finalist for the 
National Book Critics Circle Award.

nikki giovanni * is the author of some thirty-two books for both 
adults and children, including Bicycles: Love Poems (William Morrow, 
2009). She is a University Distinguished Professor at Virginia Tech.

linda gregerson’s new book of poems, The Selvage, will be pub-
lished by Houghton Mi±in Harcourt in 2012.

eric hanson’s * artwork, short fiction, and satire have appeared in 
a wide range of publications, including the New Yorker, Rolling Stone, 
McSweeney’s, the Atlantic, and the New York Times. He is the author 
of  A Book of Ages (Harmony/Three Rivers Press, 2008).

michael hofmann’s Gottfried Benn translations, Impromptus, are 
forthcoming from Farrar, Straus and Giroux.

amanda jernigan is a poet, playwright, essayist, and editor. Her 
first collection is Groundwork (Biblioasis, 2011).  
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joshua mehigan’s first book of poems, The Optimist (Ohio Uni-
versity Press, 2004), was a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book 
Prize. He is a 2011 nea Fellow.

ange mlinko’s most recent book of poetry is Shoulder Season (Cof-
fee House Press, 2010). She teaches at the University of   Houston.

valzhyna mort was born in Minsk, Belarus, and moved to the us 
in 2005. She is the author of  Factory of Tears (2008) and Collected 
Body (2011), both published by Copper Canyon Press.

kristin naca * is a member of the Macondo Workshop. Her first 
book of poems, Bird Eating Bird (2009), was selected for the Na-
tional Poetry Series mtvU Prize and published by Harper Perennial. 

plutarch (45–120 ad) was born and lived out his life in the little 
town of Chaeronea, Greece, and became a Roman citizen and ce-
lebrity. Polymath, Laconophile, best-selling biographer, and priest of 
Apollo, he is best known for his Parallel Lives, a work of enduring 
popularity and influence down the ages.

spencer reece will be ordained to the Episcopal priesthood this 
fall in Madrid, Spain, serving at the cathedral of  Saint George’s. His 
second book of poems is The Upper Room (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
2014). 

a.e. stallings is a 2011 Guggenheim Fellow. Her new collection of 
poems is forthcoming from Northwestern University Press.

susan stewart’s most recent book of poems is Red Rover (Uni-
versity of  Chicago Press, 2008). Her new prose book is The Poet’s  
Freedom: A Notebook on Making (University of Chicago Press, 2011).

david st. john’s most recent collection is The Face: A Novella In 
Verse (HarperCollins, 2004). His forthcoming book The Auroras 
(HarperCollins) will appear in early 2012.

liz waldner’s most recent book is Play, published in 2009 by 
Lightful Press.

 

* First appearance in Poetry.
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